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Ronix Laboratory:
Always In Motion.

9 of the finest redesigned
wakesurfers with the most
revolutionary new fin
attachment system.
13 wakeboards created
exclusively for the boat, and
another 7 solely for the park.
Our award winning line of
footwear just took some major
steps forward in innovation.

Another season is upon us.
Enjoy the ride.

RONIXWAKE.COM

- Paul O’Brien

2017

RONIX WAKE.
10 Boat Boards
28 Park Boards
44 Fun Board
48 Footwear
76 Wakesurfers
102 Wakeskates
108 Flotation
118 Handles/Ropes
128 Softgoods
134 Womens
152 Kids
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BOARD 101

An easy guide for any rider to determine what setup is right for them based on
our unique constructions/energy and amplitude off the wake from 9 varying camber/rocker lines.

• CAMBER
Since wakeboarding’s inception in 1991, there
have been only 2 choices in a rocker line. A
faster “continuous”, or a more vertical/explosive
“3-stage” rocker line. We have had slight alterations in these curves, but in the big scheme of
things we have recycled the same 2 arcs for a
quarter of a century - until recently. You never
realize how much you ride in the backseat of a
wakeboard until you ride camber. It allows you
to ride in the most ergonomically correct body
position driving off the wake in a more centered
position. Welcome to the revolution.

SPACE BLANKET
AIRCORE 2.0

PARKS AIRCORE 2.0

• 3-STAGE

An exaggerated rocker line with a later arc and a
higher degree provide a more straight up explosive
pop. This style of rocker creates more of an instant
explosive buck off the wake (combine that with our
I-Beam core to experience everything a wake has
to offer), for riders that go behind a big boat wake.
Wakeboarders riding behind smaller wakes will still
feel like they are getting a solid kick as well.

ONE TIMEBOMB

• ROCKER DEFINED

The curvature of a board from tip to tail has
been predominantly labeled either continuous
or 3-stage. These opposing arcs will determine
if a board has a smoother/faster transition up
the wake with a longer flight pattern, or a more
abrupt vertical snap off the wake. This has to do
with where the transition of the rocker line
happens relative to the center of board. If the
major arc happens closer to the center of the
board usually making 1 big constant curve it is
called continuos rocker.
Other boards have more of a flat spot in the
center of the board, then the major arc happens
later in the board closer to the tip/tail of the
board it is referred to as a 3-stage rocker.

• CONTINUOUS

An earlier arc with a mellower degree will have a
smoother, more consistent glide up the wake. A
rider will be able to carry more speed up the
transition and land tricks further out into
the flats. Not quite the straight up snap of its
counterpart, but a rider will have a faster, more
predictable, effortless take off.

BOAT BOARDS
PARK BOARDS

• INSTANT ENERGY

Instant energy takes place the second the tip of the
board hits the wake. Riders like Danny want an I-Beam
lay up board made extra stiff. This allows a quicker way to
generate lift off the transition as the energy takes place
sooner with a super firm snap off the wake. For riders
that can handle the extra kick.

ONE ATR

• EVERY RIDE IS DIFFERENT
So we encourage you to support your local pro
shop and demo our latest line of goods.
Enjoy the ride.

PARKS MODELLO

CODE MODELLO

VAULT

DISTRICT

DISTRICT PARK

KINETIK FLEX BOX 1

BILL MUTE CORE

KINETIK FLEX BOX 2

PRESS PLAY ATR”S”

• ENERGY DEFINED

While other companies are worried about flex - all we’re
thinking about is energy. Flex doesn’t mean anything if
you don’t have a reaction. From making the first
compression molded wakeboard in 1991 to the first
altered flex board in 2004 until now we have only been
focused on improving the energy of a wakeboard. We
have used countless foams, woods and Honeycomb, all
mixed with every concoction of glass and carbon we
could get our hands on. Where does the board store
energy, for how long and when does it return?

• STORED ENERGY

Made for a rider who approaches and leaves the wake the way a
snowboarder would a kicker or a skater would an ollie. The delay
in the energy means the rider is given more time to generate
the full lift from the power building from the tip all the way to
the tail of the board. If riders don’t have that snow/skate timing
off the wake - no problem they will just have a mellower lift - a
construction that won’t kick your arse.

BOARD INGREDIENTS
THE ENDLESS PURSUIT OF LIGHTER, STRONGER, AND SNAPPIER
• MAGIC CARPET

• AIR CORE 2.0 - NEW

We are always sourcing new fiberglass materials trying to find that perfect weave
that allows just enough resin to bleed thru and adhere to our Magic Carpet.

• DIAMOND GLASS

Fiberglass made in the shape of a diamond – helps transfer the energy of the
board from the tip to the tail as a rider travels up the wake. Our secret
concoction absorbs more energy before rebounding it. A lightweight diamond
shaped woven construction offers less swing weight and increased feel on the
water from the board.

• PAULOWNIA WOOD
Made from renewable trees – a cable friendly Paulownia timber delivering a
snowboard influenced kick off the wake, and unique ollie and press on rails.

• MOD POUR

An ultra stiff, lightweight, super saucy core - this demanding alternative foam is
made from our exclusive blend of atoms. The highest strength to weight ratio we
have ever tested - setting the standard of the most refined recipe of foam out there.

• MUTE CORE - NEW

A wood board without the noise of a wood board. We added poured urethane
throughout the tip and tail of the new Bill board. The result is a core that dozes
thru the water more than its foam counterpart - but without the chatter of wood.

• FLEXBOX - NEW

As a company owned by riders we have constantly listened to the needs and
requests from the rider. We came to a point where not everybody is happy with
one traditional flex zone because of their personal riding styles. So we analyzed
how a broad range of riders ollie, flex, and release off the water or features. We
created one board shape and construction made with two entirely different
pressure points. The result was Flexbox 1 and Flexbox 2 available on the most
advanced park board - Kinetik Project.

• M6 INSERTS
The Euros have it figured out. A higher thread count means more hold at a shallower
depth. So now we can go to thinner profiled boards with a shorter insert without
sacrificing boot lock down. The result is boards with more feel and contact on the
water. Available on every series.

• LOW FRICTION BASE - NEW
Developed for the most amount of glide speed in high-end boat boards.

In addition to having the least amount of swing weight she packs a mean punch in the
lively department and has more contact and feel for boat riding than its predecessor
with the addition of I-Beam.

• KRYPTO CABLE
Different fibers are brewed up and then woven together to make a stronger
compound. The Krypto Cable surrounds the profile of the board and is fused together
with our core. Combined with our monocoque laminated glass, this cable makes the
sidewalls the strongest part of the board - not the weakest. Available on every series.

• SPEEDWALLS
Vertical poured urethane creates more top water speed and a durable bumper from
those floating menaces at a cable park.

• MONOCOQUE
A wrapped glass from the bottom to the top so the flash line is no longer the
weak point of the board - and is now the strongest. A more durable construction
and a torsionally stiffer ride. Available on an abundance of everything at the
Ronix plantation.

• SINTERED BASE
The most durable non-stick base material we have ever tested on features, and
has increased glide speed on the water. Our exclusive base was formulated from a
powder by heating the material in a sintering furnace above its melting point until
the particles bond to one another. A higher purity compound that preserves its bond
overtime. No obstacle is safe at cable parks with our jib friendly base material.

• NU CORE - NEW
The world of wood. In short, most of our boards are using a variation of foam - foam
has more life to it, and more feel. But sometimes we are making boards that are
so thin - in the case of the El Von Videl Schnook, Bill and Kinetik Project - that if we
stayed with wood there isn’t a resistance point. This point is what allows a board to
rebound back out of a press or to start an air trick. With the Kinetik Projects using
Flexbox it is even more magnified - our riders didn’t have the ability to control a press
using a foam core based on how much more you can exaggerate a press using
Flexbox. In short - sometimes wood is good - these are 3 series where that is the case.

• I-BEAM - NEW
A second piece of glass wraps thru the core creating an additional strength point.
So you have a rigidity unlike anyother core we have made still with the dampening
qualities of fiberglass. The result is the snappiest construction with softer landing
than any carbon board out there. The holeshot response of carbon - the feel of
fiberglass.

I LLU M I N AT I

Every year we take a handful of products and throw them in the hard to find category.
Fewer retailers get them, fewer items are made, and a little more TLC went into the design process.

Look for this icon to signify what products fall into our exclusive Illuminati Collection.

B OA R D C H E AT S H E E T
“ GIVE THE CUS TOMER WHAT THE Y WANT AND MAKE IT SIMPLE”
- HERB O’BRIEN

• SPEEDWALL RAILS

• VARIABLE RAILS

For this year, we have a range of continuous, 3-stage and
camber boards with 1 goal - less strain on your body by gliding
higher/easier on the water.

Not every rider wants a standard rail design from tip to tail.By
creating a variable rail there is a greater range to jump on the
gas for quicker edge turns, or to have mellower freeride turns.

CAMBER
SPACE BLANKET

PARKS

Over 30% more glide speed than
the Bandwagon.

A more responsive version of the Space Blanket.
Created for a rider that likes to live on the rail.

ONE

CODE 21

Over 20% more glide speed than the
previous One Board shape.

A rockerline similar to a One, but has the ability to jump
on the gas faster with this rail design.

CONTINUOUS
BILL

Over 10% more glide speed than
the previous Bill Board shape.

DISTRICT

Designed for any style of rider with a
hybrid continuous rocker line.
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3-STAGE

THE MOST
ADVANCED
LINE OF
BOAT
SPECIFIC
BOARDS

BOARDS

BOAT
BOARDS

Adam

Ruck

RONIX
Parks

B OAT
TEAM

Massi

Parks Bonifay - USA
Danny Harf - USA
Erik Ruck - USA
Tony Carrol - USA
Chad Sharpe - Canada
Massi Piffaretti - Italy
Dean Smith - Australia
Dallas Friday - USA
Adam Errington - USA
Shota Tezuka - Japan
Amber Wing - Australia
Nic Rapa - Australia
Dallas

Shota

Dean
Tony

Nic
Amber

Chad

Danny

JUMP HIGHER

AVA I L A B LE I N PA R K S A I R CO R E 2 .0 / S PAC E
BLANKET AIRCORE 2.0 / ONE TIMEBOMB
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LOOK SEXIER

AIRCORE 2.0

I-BEAM CONSTRUCTION

AVAILABLE IN: SPACE BLANKET/PARKS
Our lightest core just became one of our most explosive cores featuring
I-Beam Construction.

M6 HARDWARE

MAGIC CARPET
I-BEAM

MONOCOQUE

AIRCORE 2.0

LOW FRICTION BASE

SPEEDWALLS

A .T. R .

F O U N D AT I O N O F A D U R A B L E R I D E
AVAILABLE IN: ONE
A blend of instant and stored energy.

M6 HARDWARE

MAGIC CARPET

MONOCOQUE

SPEEDWALLS
MOD POUR FOAM

LOW FRICTION BASE

TIMEBOMB

I-BEAM CONSTRUCTION
AVAILABLE IN: ONE

Our most explosive board just got an extra kick featuring I-Beam Construction.

M6 HARDWARE
MAGIC CARPET

I-BEAM

AIRCORE 2.0
MONOCOQUE

MOD POUR FOAM

LOW FRICTION BASE
SPEEDWALLS

MODELLO

THE ORIGINAL

AVAILABLE IN: PARKS/CODE 21
The foundation of a well built wakeboard.

M6 HARDWARE

MAGIC CARPET

MONOCOQUE

KRYPTO CABLE

MOD POUR FOAM

LOW FRICTION BASE

BOAT BOARDS

RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•RXT -MASSI EDITION

SPACE BL ANKET
A next generation line of camber boards with one goal - increased glide speed. The Space Blanket
has over 30% less resistance with the water and added top water momentum than its predecessor
- The Bandwagon - proving that there is nothing slow about camber. For the rider that wants all of
the benefits of that unique neutrally balanced camber riding style and the stability of a big board
that rides small, without compromising speed and resistance with the water. Comes standard with
Aircore 2.0 - the lightest core we have ever created for the rider that wants holeshot response
out of a turn, and the least amount of swing weight in the air. New for this year, we added I-Beam
Construction to combine our lightest core with one that has even more hang time off the wake.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

•Camber
•Speedwalls
•G&R Channels
•4 Alloy 1.0” Ramp Fins & .8” Fiberglass Free Agent Fins
•Erik Ruck & Shota Tezuka Pro Model

BOARD FE ATURES

H II SS II SS PP AA G
G EE 11 99
TT H

BOAT BOARDS

RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•ONE - POLAR

ONE - TIMEBOMB
For the past 17 years, nobody has defined the progression of a classic 3-stage rocker more
than Danny Harf and his signature series. His latest bestseller takes an explosive snap and
adds Speedwalls. Having less resistance with the water means less strain on your body, giving
longer boat sessions and increased top water speed. New for 2017, with a core featuring I-Beam
Construction that ignites like no other.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

•3-Stage Rocker
•Speedwalls
•Deeper Side Vents
•4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins & .8” Fiberglass Free Agent Fins
•Danny Harf Pro Model

BOARD FE ATURES
3-Stage
3-Stage
3-Stage
3-Stage
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RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•ONE - FLASH

ONE - A .T. R
Designed off of the same shape as the One Timebomb featuring the most iconic 3-stage lift, and
a profile with the least amount of resistance with the water. A new less expensive construction
for the rider that wants the combination of the hole shot response of last year’s carbon version,
and the smoothness of a ATR “S”. All the while assembled in our most durable shell. Danny Harf’s
latest best selling freeride inspired shape.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

•3-Stage Rocker
•Speedwalls
•Deeper Side Vents
•4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins & .8” Fiberglass Free Agent Fins
•Danny Harf Pro Model

BOARD FE ATURES
3-Stage
3-Stage
3-Stage
3-Stage

BOAT BOARDS

RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•PARKS

PARKS - AIRCORE 2.0
Thought you knew everything a wakeboard could do? Camber is the biggest development in
riding since Herb O’Brien made the first fiberglass layup. Camber naturally puts you in more of
a neutrally balanced weight distribution - allowing you to drive off the wake with both legs in a
more ergonomically balanced body position. This is the hard charging alternative to our other
camber series - The Space Blanket - for the rider that wants instant board response. A fully
redesigned shape for 2017 with some major changes including a redesigned camber pocket
that greatly increases the glide speed with less drag on the water, a new Air Core with I-Beam
Construction, and a thinner tip/tail for less swing weight, with a faster overall rail design.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

•Camber
•Sharp Rail / Soft Bevel
•Increased Sidecut
•4 Alloy 1.0” Ramp Fins & .8” Fiberglass Free Agent Fins
•Parks Bonifay Pro Model

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:
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RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•PARKS

PARKS - MODELLO
Based off of the same shape as the Parks Air Core - just at a more affordable value, and a faster
response time alternative to our other camber series the Space Blanket. This new shape has more
top water speed, but just as importantly has a rail design for riders that like to get there quick. A
neutrally balanced camber riding position mixed with a sharp profile for more effective edge in
the water that allows you to get to point B quicker.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

•Camber
•Sharp Rail / Soft Bevel
•Increased Sidecut
•4 Alloy 1.0” Ramp Fins & .8” Fiberglass Free Agent Fins
•Parks Bonifay Pro Model

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:

BOAT BOARDS
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RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•NETWORK

CODE 21
This is a board that can go from a freeride turning aquatic device with mellow smooth arcing
turns, or if you exaggerate the angle of the board it can jump on the throttle more than its One
Board 3-stage rocker counterpart. The Code 21 has the most aggressive kick for a supercharged
kick off the wake - now you don’t have to ride behind a big wake to get the hang time you are
looking for. This shape arguably has more varied personalities than any other board in our range.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•3-Stage Rocker
•Speedwalls
•Sharp Rail / Soft Bevel
•4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins
•Dean Smith Pro Model

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:

BOAT BOARDS

RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•DISTRICT

DISTRICT
A board with the rare trait of adapting to your style of riding. Now you can ride without
stereotypes with this legendary all-purpose shape, designed for smooth/low maintenance turns
to wide open high speed cuts. With our second generation District, you can feel even more
confident this unique shape is ready to jump on the gas or hit the brake when you are.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Versatile Rockerline
•Created For The Everyday Rider
•Increased Sidecut
•G&R Technology
•Concave Bottom
•Variable Rail
•4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:
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RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•DIVIDE

VAU LT
Wakeboarding is the only board sport where your shoulders and hips are not always parallel with
each other. This innovative Vault recognizes that your body is crossed up riding toeside, and more
inline riding heelside, and every design aspect of this board takes this into consideration for the
proper building block of wakeboarding. The Vault has a thinner profile for reduced swing weight
in the air, and more contact/feel with the water, along with a rockerline that naturally puts you
underneath the board in a more centered position.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•3-Stage Rocker
•Thinner, Sharper Toeside Rail
•Fuller, Vertical Heelside Rail
•2 Fiberglass 1.7” Hook Fins

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:
*

*See page 155 for details on 128CM

PARK
SPECIFIC
GOODNESS

BOARDS

PARK
BOARDS

Dom

Pedro

RONIX

Gavin

PARK
Miles

TEAM

Dominik Hernler - Austria
Jake Pelot - USA
Todd Watson - USA
Gavin Stuckey - USA
Trent Stuckey - USA
Brad Smeele - New Zealand
Julia Rick - Germany
Jamie Lopina - USA
Pedro Caldas - Brazil
Szebi Szolath - Hungary
Guy Firer - Isreal
Miles Töller - Germany
Timo Kapl - Austria
Austin Pratt - USA
Austin

Trent

Guy

Todd

Julia
Jamie

Szebi

Timo

B-Rad

Jake
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Enjoy the sounds of our most technically advanced
new line of cable boards.

AVA I L A B LE O N : KI N E TI K P ROJ EC T & J U LI A RI C K

THIS IS PAGE 33

A B E L L O W D R I V E N A Q U AT I C S Y M P H O N Y.

FLEXBOX 1

E X A G G E R AT E D F L E X P O I N T S T H R U T H E
CENTER OF THE BOARD
AVAILABLE IN: KINETIK PROJECT

M6 HARDWARE
FLEXBOX IN CENTER
MAGIC CARPET

PAULOWNIA WOOD

MONOCOQUE

SINTERED BASE

SPEED WALLS

MUTE CORE

REDUCING THE NOISE OF A
TRADITIONAL WOOD BOARD
AVAILABLE IN: BILL

M6 HARDWARE

MAGIC CARPET
MUTE CORE

PAULOWNIA WOOD

MONOCOQUE

SPEED WALLS
SINTERED BASE

FLEXBOX 2

E X A G G E R AT E D F L E X P O I N T S O N
BOTH ENDS OF THE BOARD
AVAILABLE IN: KINETIK PROJECT

M6 HARDWARE

MAGIC CARPET

FLEXBOX
TIP/TAIL

PAULOWNIA WOOD

MONOCOQUE

SINTERED BASE

SPEED WALLS

AT R - S

A S T O R E D E N E R G Y S N A P O N T H E WAT E R
A N D F E AT U R E S
AVAILABLE IN: PRESS PLAY

M6 HARDWARE

DIAMOND GLASS

MAGIC CARPET
MONOCOQUE

KRYPTO CABLE

MOD POUR FOAM

SINTERED BASE

PARK BOARDS

RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•KINETIK

KINETIK PROJECT - FLEXBOX 1
A board that has a continuous flex from tip to tail and rail to rail. The cable kingpin delivering
the ultimate in board feel and top water speed. Offering greater durability and reduced friction
on the water with our signature Speedwalls. We took our best-selling series from last year and
replaced the foam with wood – but most importantly we added Flexbox. We realized that there
are 2 styles of high end park riders which is why we created Flexbox 1 and Flexbox 2, each with
distinct pressure points on features and leaving the water. Flexbox 1 is created for riders that like
a softer mid section allowing the center of the board to really bend into a press. Once in a press,
the slightly stiffer tip/tail allows the rider to really pivot off the feature. Thru our testing we have
also found that this model has more of a solid snap off of kickers, and works better for air tricks
because a rider needs added support when they flick off the end of the board.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Flexbox 1
•Speedwalls
•G&R Technology
•Dominik Hernler Pro Model

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:
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RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•KINETIK

KINETIK PROJECT - FLEXBOX 2
On any given day there could be up to a dozen pro riders riding at our cable labratory - Lake
Ronix. Thru these 100’s of hours of testing it really became clear to our engineers that in the
ever-changing cable world that there are 2 high end styles. The 2nd one features the exact
same construction, profile, and rocker, but has totally different pressure points. Flexbox 2 is the
exact opposite - with a stiffer belly and the softest tip/tail available. A more rigid mid section
was designed so a rider can rock into a press – then once locked in - a softer end tip/tail section
creates more ability to move side to side or just exaggerate the angle of a press. Designed and
ridden by the world’s best park rider - Dominik Hernler.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Flexbox 2
•Speedwalls
•G&R Technology
•Dominik Hernler Pro Model

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:

PARK BOARDS

RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•FRANK

BILL
Our best-selling blend of boat and park over the past several years got a major overhaul for
enhanced cable performance. The only true continuous rocker in our range was created for
faster/smoother takes offs from the wake, and longer sessions at the park. We thinned out the
Bill, threw a wood core in it, and then added some spider webbed secret sauce in the tip, tail
and center of the board. The result is an indestructible ride with more feel both on the water
and on features, and most importantly, featuring our all new Mute Core, which reduces the noise
typically found in a wood core.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

•Continuous Rocker
•Speedwalls
•G&R Technology
•4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins & 0.8” Fiberglass Free Agent Fins
•The smoothest riding wood board we’ve ever created
•Designed by Bill - Ridden by members of the Kinetik Crew

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:
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PARK BOARDS
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RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•KINETIK

PRE S S PL AY
This high end cable shredder proves that not every aspect of a cable board has to be soft. This
shape has a variable flex along the rocker line with a thicker/stiffer belly, then transitions to a
super thin profiled, soft tip/tail. Some riders want to be able to rock into a press with a bigger
pivot point underneath their feet and have a smaller flex point in the end of the board. This style
of board also creates bigger ollies and more snap off the kicker. Comparable to the Flexbox 2
Kinetik Project, but with a bigger overall sweet spot, and a more affordable value.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

•Rocker Flex
•G&R Technology
•Concave Bottom
•Endorsed by members of the Kinetik Crew

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

PARK BOARDS

RECOMMENDED BOOT:
• CO CK TAIL

129

DISTRICT PARK
The most adaptive riding style aquatic park series ever conceived from our private cable lake
incubator. Much like its boat counterpart, this District is designed for any level, style, or speed at a
cable. Compared to the rest of our cable boards, the wide profile District Park has a bigger sweet
spot for added stability on and off synthetic concoctions. For the rider that just wants a great
universal cable board designed for all aspects of park riding.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

•Versatile Rockerline
•Created For the Everyday Rider
•G&R Technology
•Concave Bottom
•Variable Rail
•4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins & 0.8” Fiberlgass Free Agent Fins

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:

138

143

134
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FUN
BOARD

FUN BOARD

In 1994, a new ripple echoed thru the watersports world when Fall Line Films grouped the most
talented riders in our sport and made the iconic film appropriately titled “Spray”. Lakes, rivers and
even docks would never be the same. Over the next 23 summers, we have seen so much evolution in
riding sideways behind a boat and this new product is a tribute to that time. A time of exploration
and creativity - but more importantly just a time when it didn’t matter what boat you were behind
- what tricks you could or couldn’t do - it was just about having fun.It has been nearly 50 years
that our family has been designing watersports products - one of the things we have learned is
sometimes riders just want something fun and simple, for a true purist. A chance to carry the year
round sensation you get on those brisk winter mornings on a mountain engaging in a session of high
speed whips on a wide open groomer. So we came up with the concept of the Fun Board with 4
main goals to achieve…
1. Our fastest board
2. Our most stable platform
3. Equally mixes the design and feeling of your favorite snowboard, wakeboard and surfboard
4. A board for the path on the water - more than the flight in the air
Increase your carve count, and carry on with a longer riding session.
Designed for any age, ability, riding style - as long as your boat can float - it’s the perfect towboat.

MEN’S

FOOT
WEAR
MEN’S

MEN’S FOOTWEAR

A footwear breakthrough in fit, function and interchange.
One of our most extensive R&D undertakings ever has translated
into a superior boot platform in every respect.

AVAIL ABLE ON:
•RXT
•ONE
•PARKS
•KINETIK
•FRANK
•LIMELIGHT

• SKELETON

• WASHERS

•3 times more adjustable fore/aft.
•Die cast parts ensure a solid connection between the boot assembly and the bolts
in the board.

• BASEPLATE

•Plate is allowed to be much more rigid because no stitching is required, which
enables us to inject much harder/stiffer material. Deflection of plate is reduced 60%
over traditional boots in the heel/toe direction.
•More lateral flex across the base, allowing the board to flex naturally across the foot
from side to side.
•Performance and colorway can be modified.
•13% more baseless footbed surface than our original design. More foam surface,
more contact, more feel.

• MAG LOCK BEAMS

•New Automotive grade magnesium cast to an exacting specification. Cuts the
weight of our aluminum parts by a third.
•Easier assembly from tightly toleranced parts.
•Create more heel and toe response with the “U” shaped structure running parallel to
the foot.
•As load increases on the upper, these beams promote more interlock between the
skeleton and baseplate.

• GASKET

•Cambered shape adds pressure to the heel and toe areas, which preloads the plate
as it is mounted to the board, ultimately reducing plate flex.
•Dampens vibration under foot.
•Protects the deck from scratching.
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•Adapts to the shape of the foot and lower leg. An unfiltered line of communication
between rider and board.
•Secures the foot from the bottom up allowing a more uniform fit and flex in the
upper, also adapting to a wider range of widths.
•Instant energy transfer from the laces into the board inserts, reduces rider fatigue
and energy loss.
•More accurate lasting than traditional boot forming methods. Precision fit by robots.
•Accentuated heel pocket curvature built in to improve heel lock and expand around
the rider’s foot/leg shape.
•Centers foot over the top of the baseplate. Solid medial/lateral lower foot support for
those big landings.
•Limits distortion in the upper and breakdown over time.
•Eliminates much of the stitching and lamination processes needed for traditional
boot construction.

MEN’S FOOTWEAR

PURE
HE AT F O RMED G O O D NE S S

THE PERFECT LAST
B U I LT TO A H I G H E R S TA N DA R D
When you try a Ronix boot on, you will be able to feel the countless hours we have spent in search of the perfect fit. The result is a
product that is insanely comfortable and offers the most direct connection to your board possible, so that you can focus on your ride
and not on your feet. Just try them on - that’s all we ask. Featuring the only true heat formed molded liners.

•DOUBLE LASTED

We have perfected this process through our boot building lineage to ensure the best fitting
boots on the water. Our low profile and compact lasts eliminate excess material and deliver
optimal energy transfer between board and boot.

•INNER LAST

Our first unique lasting process is molding the liner around a last designed to
the shape of an actual foot and leg. This step ensures the inside of the liner will
have a great fit right out of the box. These are formed inside an actual shell to
create the perfect net fit between liner and boot.

•OUTER LAST

The second part of our lasting process is molding the inside of the shell. This
creates a liner to shell coupling that eliminates any “dead space” or “hot spots”.
After the second lasting, the previously molded liners are inserted into the shell
and the boots are ready to ride.

P R O S H O P TA I LO R E D

The most intelligent custom liners in the world come coupled with our boots. Our “+” formula was developed with Intuition to offer our renowned custom fit with more cush and less
pack out.
Lightweight, preformed, heat moldable Intuition liners just fit better right out of the box and custom form unlike any other type of supposed “moldable” boots out there. Ronix
exclusive Intuition wake liners have set the standard for performance driven, comfort footwear. A few minutes on the cooker at your local shop customizes a pair of boots to the exact
shape of your foot for a lifetime. Intuition foam can also be re-heated and molded more than once without damaging the structural integrity or quality.
Half sizes can be accommodated with our custom fit process. The properties of Intuition foam allow the liner to expand and contract to the shape of your foot, allowing any pressure
points or dead spots to be eliminated. The characteristics of this foam will accommodate any type of fit that you choose. A rider with a larger foot in a smaller boot will pack the foam
to be thinner, yet more responsive. Likewise, a smaller foot in a bigger boot will allow the foam to expand more and create a softer, more forgiving boot.

• FACTORY LASTED BOOT

• IN STORE MOLDING

• CUSTOM FIT TO YOUR FEET

• HEAT MOLDED HAPPINESS

EXCLUSIVE SUPERIOR STRUCTURE
Building outward from our Perfect Last, the lining compounds we use are a critical component for a boot to maximize comfort, control, and durability. This material is your
foot’s point of contact with your setup. We could settle for a cheaper alternative, but when you try a Ronix boot on you’ll know. Here’s the difference...

•RONIX INTUITION FOAM
Genuine Intuition foam begins with only the highest quality raw materials. Stringent procedural controls are
followed during manufacturing to ensure a consistently superior foam. The unique processing techniques employed
produce a foam that has an unusually fine cell structure, which is very uniform throughout. As a result, tear strength,
thermoforming properties of heat moldable foam (Intuition+ liners), and the pack out resistance (Intuition+, Stage 1,
2 and 3 liners) are dramatically improved versus traditional foam. There are no fillers added to these foams so we can
maintain the utmost quality.

•OTHER FOAMS
A traditional EVA would normally have considerable variation in cell size. The disadvantage to this is that the large cells
act like an overblown balloon, which weaken cell walls. This type of microstructure leads to collapsing or packing out.
Additionally, many commonly used foams have fillers in them (represented by the red dots), which contribute to a weak
foam. Cellular structure of this kind cannot create a good moldable liner due to the fact that the different cell sizes will
create inconsistency in thermal expansion therefore making fitting unpredictable. Don’t be fooled by other’s claims
of heat moldability and comfort. There is no substitute for the fit and function of our boots, starting with the superior
materials that we use.

RONIX CUSTOM
FOOTWEAR
THE ORIGINAL CUSTOM FIT BOOT
The original double lasted custom moldable construction wrapped in our
Brainframe hardware, delivers a fit like no other. Resetting the bar again as the
most comfortable boots out there. With localized support and a customizable
interchange these boots can be tailored to your preferred riding style.

PREMOLDED TONGUE SUPPORT

QUICK SNAP LACE HANDLES
(*ON MEDIAL SIDE)

HEAT MOLDABLE INTUITION FOAM

FEETBELTS
PERFORATED FOAM*

STITCHING
REINFORCED LINING

DOUBLE LASTED
LINER AND SHELL

FORM FIT

TOTALLY RAD FOAM

RAD FOAM
DUAL INJECTED
TOE CAP

13% MORE BASELESS

FOOTBED FEEL #3

EVERY THING YOU NEED TO KNOW
YO UR GLOSSARY OF TERMS SO YO U KNOW WHAT YO UR ’ RE TALKING ABO UT

•

•
Our lightest, most low profile shell material employs a thin
layer of film laminated to a high tensile, lightweight textile
to achieve a fit only found in this minimalist approach.

This armor plated fabric is the most abrasion resistant
material we have ever tested. Applied on the tongue to
prevent the laces from cutting and wear.

...MORE OF EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
• BASELESS HARDWARE
Time tested, rider approved. Our original low profile design
delivers superior board control on an ultra-lightweight
foundation - often imitated never duplicated.

•
Our groundbreaking hardware platform delivers instant
response and redefines high end boot fit.

• QUICK SNAP LACE HANDLES
New for this season, these parts offer an easy and solid tether to the
boot. Easily interchangeable parts for service.

•
The pinnacle of custom fit boots. A level of fit and control
only found in a Ronix boot.

• MAG LOCK BEAMS
Magnesium’s amazing strength to weight ratio allows us to cut the
parts’ weight by 30%. Brainframe models have never been so light.

• DOUBLE LASTED
Built on our Perfect Lasts, this is the basis for our unbelievable fit. This
process has been constantly refined over the years to guarantee the
best fitting boots on the water.

• FEETBLETS
Pulls your foot back into the pocket. Please fasten your feetbelts and
enjoy the ride. Offers the ultimate heel hold.

• TOTALLY RAD

• ECO INNOVATIONS

We eliminated the use of PVC solvents which are potentially
hazardous to the surroundings and human health. Instead,
we use more costly, higher quality materials that are more
sustainable and easier on the environment.

• RAD FOAM / TOTALLY RAD
Molded in under your feet to stand up to those big landings.
The shock dampening is sooooo rad.

• DOUBLE STUFF FOOTBED

Full length impact resistance, so your legs don’t get punished
for charging hard.

Hard on the outside, soft on the inside, an underfoot combination
rivaling milk and cookies. The double stuff footbed allows your foot
to naturally cant inward without dictating a specific cant angle.

DOUBLE STUFFED FOOT BEDS
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•FIRM

• R E S U LT

More lateral support
guides the leg into an
athletic position.

Accommodates natural cant
of the rider’s stance.

•SOFT
Medial side is more
cushioned to allow
inward roll.

FOOTBED FEEL
Our unique boot constructions are all crafted to deliver a specific kind of ride. Nothing is more important to the response and feel on a board than the foam you are standing on.
We have focused a considerable amount of development on building footbeds that are catered to the functional needs of each model.

Marshmallows on your feet.
Soft and cush feel with a smooth
response and pillowed comfort.

Quick on the gas for faster
transitions and solid impact
protection.

• KINETIK

• KINETIK LINER

Firm density liner drives the most energy from a rider into the deck. Responsiveness on
rails and stability on big landings are enhanced with a nylon injected support panel over
the lateral ankle and lower leg. Instantaneous communication and the utmost control.

• FRANK

• ONE

• ONE LINER

Medium density liner blends mobility and precision board control in a high top cut support.
Perforated front end improves feel and comfort, while the non-perforated heel area
promotes supportive response. Balanced performance behind the boat or at the park.

• NETWORK

HIGH ABRASION TONGUE

HIGH ABRASION TONGUE

3D MOLDED TONGUE

3D MOLDED TONGUE

STAGE 3 LINER

STAGE 3 LINER

SINGLE LASTED

BASE STABILIZER FOAM

DUAL INJECTED TOE CAP

ORIGINAL BASELESS

BASE STABILIZER FOAM

REINFORCED LINING

13% MORE BASELESS
BUILT IN J-BARS
PERFORATED FOAM
REINFORCED LINING

• RXT - MASSI EDITION

• PARKS

• RXT LINER

Our first breathable closed toe liners built with through holes in front end for added
comfort and breathability. Perforated heels make these some of the most comfortable
boots we have ever made straight out of the box sans break-in period.

• COCKTAIL

• PARKS LINER

Soft density low ankle cut liner support offers the most board feel and flexibility. Perforation
on heel and front end increase comfort and contact with the hardware. Mobility
for your freeride. Custom Fit

• DISTRICT

• DIVIDE/VISION

HIGH ABRASION TONGUE

UNIVERSAL COMFORT FIT TONGUE

3D MOLDED TONGUE

LOW FRICTION EYELETS

HIGH MEMORY STAGE 2 FOAM

ULTRA LIGHT STAGE 1 FOAM

BASE STABILIZER FOAM

ORIGINAL BASELESS

ORIGINAL BASELESS

BUILT IN J-BARS

BUILT IN J-BARS

LINERLESS CONSTRUCTION

LINERLESS CONSTRUCTION

REINFORCED LINING

REINFORCED LINING

MEN’S FOOTWEAR

HEAT MOLDABLE

R X T B O OT-MASSI

EDITION

ASYMFLEX 7

The pinnacle of modern day wake footwear, our latest addition to the line was constructed to
include all of the technology that we could throw at it. Featuring Naked Technology - our “Tech
Skin” turned inside out. It is the 1st boot created with true breathability inside a permeable
strategic structure, and perforations all the way through the liner. Asymmetrical support offering a
combination of a soft ankle mobility with supportive foot hold. A bit more heel/toe response than
stock Parks model with a similar medial/lateral feel. Technological refinement defined in our most
advanced boot ever.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Brainframe Technology
•Naked Technology
•Intuition + Liner
•Smooth Skin Lining
•Superfabric ®
•New Quick Snap Lace Handles
•Feetbelts

•Totally Rad Foam
•Rad Foam
•Double Stuff Footbed
•Mag Lock Beams
•Open Perforated Liner
•Double Stuff Footbed
•Massi’s Next Level Pro Model

SIZING
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JAP
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8
7
41
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47-48
31-32
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MEN’S FOOTWEAR

HEAT MOLDABLE

ONE BOOT - POLAR FLASH
ASYMFLEX 8
Time tested, durability approved, this iconic boot is now built on the most innovative footwear
Brainframe platform. Unbelievable fit lined with asymmetrical medium density support. A
perfect blend of support and mobility for a ride at the park or a day behind the boat. Colorway
inspired by the Northern Lights

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Brainframe Technology
•Tech Skin
•Intuition + Liner
•Smooth Skin Lining
•Superfabric ®
•New Quick Snap Lace Handles
•Feetbelts

•Totally Rad Foam
•Rad Foam
•Double Stuff Footbed
•Mag Lock Beams
•Front End Perforated Liner
•Danny Harf Pro Model

SIZING
US
UK
EUR
JAP

6-7
5-6
38-39
24-25

8
7
41
26
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8
42
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13-14
12-13
47-48
31-32

HEAT MOLDABLE
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ONE BOOT -FLASH/MIDNIGHT
ASYMFLEX 8
Wrapped in a reflective tech skin to enhance your setup. Unbelievable fit lined with asymmetrical
medium density support. A perfect blend of support and mobility for a ride at the park or a day
behind the boat.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Brainframe Technology
•Tech Skin
•Intuition + Liner
•New Quick Snap Lace Handles
•Feetbelts

•Rad Foam
•Double Stuff Footbed
•Mag Lock Beams
•Front End Perforated Liner
•Danny Harf Pro Model

SIZING
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EUR
JAP
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MEN’S FOOTWEAR

HEAT MOLDABLE
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PARKS BOOT

ASYMFLEX 6

A technical, lightweight masterpiece, Parks Bonifay’s signature model set the archetype for
space aged boot construction. Asymmetric low cut support allows for unlimited mobility
over your board. Both behind the boat and at the park, some riders want to exaggerate their
tricks and want a more freestyle oriented boot for the most in side to side freedom without
sacrificing support. Built with our groundbreaking footwear technology - the Brainframe. Our
revolutionary hardware adapts your lower extremities, like no other hardware ever developed.
These come outfitted with our exclusive heat molded custom fit Intuition + liners, so a trip to
your local shop offers you custom tailored boots molded to every aspect of your foot. Welcome
to the future.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Brainframe Technology
•Heat Welded Upper
•Intuition + Liner
•New Quick Snap Lace Handles
•Feetbelts

•Rad Foam
•Double Stuff Footbed
•Mag Lock Beams
•Fully Perforated Liner
•Parks Bonifay Pro Model
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MEN’S FOOTWEAR

HEAT MOLDABLE

KINETIK

ASYMFLEX 9

Created for a rider looking for the premier cable boot. Maximize full potential board control
with softer flex to the inside, but a more rigid outside, allowing you to really lock in a press.
Dominik Hernler’s signature boot also uses a a smooth skin liner material making it even easier
to get in and out of your boots all day at the electric water wonderland. A Flexform shell design
utilizes a structural injection to give a calculated flex and unrivaled park durability. Fully
customizable Intuition+ liners paired with our latest footwear breakthrough - the Brainframe.
This innovation in fit, function and interchange adapts to the rider’s foot and lower leg, like no
other. New Superfabric tongue material stands up to endless laps. Generate superior board
control on a rail rocking these customizable sex machines.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Brainframe Technology
•Flexform Shell
•Intuition + Liner
•Smooth Skin Lining
•Superfabric ®
•New Quick Snap Lace Handles

•Feetbelts
•Rad Foam
•Double Stuff Footbed
•Mag Lock Beams
•Laterally Reinforced Perforated Liner
•Dominik Hernler Pro Model
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FRANK BOOT

FLEX 7

We took one of our best selling high end boots and upped our game, while dropping the price.
This amazingly well rounded boot sits on top of our state of the art Brainframe hardware. Support
is focused below the ankle to create a solid connection and hollowed liner ankles allow you to
move freely in any direction, while still feeling locked in. Our most affordable high performance
Brainframe boot. A perforated softer liner creates enough side to side mobility for a well rounded
riding journey. Wrapped in asymmetrical digitally printed art for your pleasure. Can you find the
penguin?

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Brainframe Technology
•Digitally Printed Upper (with some hidden imagery)
•3D Molded Tongue
•New Quick Snap Lace Handles
•Built in J-Bars
•Mag Lock Beams
•Bill and Frank’s Latest Install

SIZING
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MEN’S FOOTWEAR

NETWORK

High end support and the acclaimed Ronix fit in an open toe construction. The most supportive
open toe performer in our line-up built with our reactive Stage 3 foam. Footwear that delivers
more confidence to the rider and control to the board - yet still has the versatility of fitting
multiple feet sizes. With a molded 3-D tongue and using the finest high end foam ingredients
this open toe boot proves that you deliver performance and adjustability into one. Download
speed unlimited.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

•Original Baseless
•Stage 3 Liner
•3D Molded Tongue
•Built In J-Bars
•New Quick Snap Lace Handles
•New Lace Lock
•Erik Ruck and Dean Smith Pro Model

SIZING
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CO CK TA IL

Want that classic Ronix fit, and don’t feel like spending those extra bucks on our heat moldable
liners or Brainframe technology? The Cocktail is our most affordable closed toe boot. This new
well drink for your lower limbs is preferred by former world champions like Erik Ruck and our
cable team. Made with the same high memory foam you would find in our District boot, cut at a
lower height, and offering an unreal fit and improved communication between rider and board.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Original Baseless
•Stage 2 Liner
•3D Molded Tongue
•Built In J-Bars
•New Quick Snap Lace Handles
•New Lace Lock
•Erik Ruck and Dean Smith Pro Model

SIZING

MEN’S FOOTWEAR

DISTRICT

A quality balance of comfort, adjustability, and durability, the District boot is ideal for those looking
for solid support fitting a wide range of sizes. Combines the 3-D molded tongue support and
performance of the Network boot with a shell construction similar to our acclaimed comfort-fit
Divide boot. The revolutionary Ronix fit at a more affordable value. Your feet will thank you.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Original Baseless
•Stage 2 Liner
•3D Molded Tongue
•Built In J-Bars
•New Quick Snap Lace Handles
•New Lace Lock

SIZING
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DIVIDE

Ease of entry that will let you save your energy for after you have jumped off the swim deck, but
support any level rider would demand once you’re on the water. Built with our ultra-light cush
Stage 1 foam, this boot is the lightest boot we have ever made. The finest in ease of entry and
open-toe adjustability. The Divide is our most popular open-toe boot outfitted with dual laces
for a more customized fit.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Original Baseless
•Stage 1 Liner
•Built In J-Bars
•New Lace Lock

SIZING

RO NIX ILLUMINATI

SECRET MEETINGS, SHADOWY FIGURES, AFTER HOURS ACCESS.

BRING TO YOU A HANDFUL OF PRODUCTS
MADE WITH EXTRA TLC AND DESIGN PROCESSES. AVAILABLE AT CERTAIN SELECT RETAILERS.

TRY TO FIND OUT MORE AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

A new brand, by the pioneers of countless watersports
innovations, with one goal in mind - simplicity.
Whether it is the most simplistic weighting system
with our telescope ballast, or our new Wakesurf Shaper
to help get any wave connoisseur into the world of
wakesurfing.
Eight.3 - 1 gallon of water = Eight.3 pounds.
Find your perfect wake.
Eightpoint3.com

Wakesurf Shaper

Telescope Ballast System

BOARDS

SURF
BOARDS

A high end core for a rider that wants more contact and feel with the water. Some boards
might react more – but no construction will give you this much feedback with the water.
You know when some of those shoe companies came out with those low profile soles
and said it feels like barefoot running? This is how Honeycomb feels for wakesurfing. For
this year - a new blend offering even more communication between rider and board.

THE QUIVER OF

CONSTRUCTIONS

FEEL THE DIFFERENCE
From a smooth flow, to strong contact with the
water, to warp speed reaction - we have 6 unique
constructions for varying styles of surfers.
The most diverse range of cores to help highlight
the board’s intended riding style.

The foundation for how a high end surfer should be made. Every Koal Classic is made by
machining a core for the most precision shape and rockerline, then hand wrapping it in
a fiberglass shell, and finally vacuum bagging it to remove any unneeded resin for the
lightest, strongest, and most consistent hand lay up at this price point.

Last year we created a torsionally stiffer board using a new material we call Hex Shell.
This Hex Shell layup removes any delay that a rider might have on the next move, for
the quickest response of any construction in our line. Created for a rider looking for a
new molded construction reducing the reaction time between surfer and board. Time
is money – and this new core takes away any of the downtime in surfing.

A new innovation in our surfers is the response of Technora - this laminate creates a
more reactive overall surfboard than a traditional fiberglass construction. A blend of
our standard surfer layup, along with a new lively material bridging the gap between a
classic Koal construction and our ultra responsive Hex Shell layup. For the rider looking
for a blend of a smooth response, while still being able to bury the rail, or air off the lip.

Made with a similar core to our other more expensive Koal Surfers – the Marsh”mellow”
has a slow roasted cook to it and a soft top exterior. The result is our most advanced
recreational creation to date with performance aspects and weight of our surf
constructed decks, the durability of a softtop, yet produced for surfers on a budget. Your
board accidentally slams into a hard object? No worries, its soft exterior won’t chip or
ding your gel coat the way other traditional constructed decks will.

A new core for 2017 for a rider looking for the most durable technology out there. We
make good things, this Modello is one of them. It’s light, durable, our most affordable,
and most of all its got rhythm. Can’t put a price tag on hip swaggering beats.

THICKNESS
THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF CROSS SECTIONS IN WAKESURFING
Of course constructions and profiles play a massive roll in altering how a surfer rides - but this past
off season we spent a lot of time on the cross section thickness. We have surfers ranging as thin as .7”
thick all the way up to almost 2” thick. Discover the amount of water stability you can get from a thin
profiled board, to the increased push from a thicker platform and anywhere in between. We grouped
our surfers into 4 different cross sections each catering to a unique approach on the water.

AVAILABLE ON:
KOAL TECHNORA LUNATIC

The thickest profile in our range coming in at nearly 2” thick. Rides higher
on the water and with more forward momentum than any other surfer.
Because it surfs so high on the water and has so much top water speed she
sometimes has a mind of her own giving it the appropriate label - Wildride
- no 2 turns will ever be the same.

AVAILABLE ON:
KOAL TECHNORA POWERTAIL+
KOAL TECHNORA THUMBTAIL+

Has most of the fast push feeling as the Wildride but with a thinner tip for
more feel and stability in and out of a turn. As thick of a tail design as a
Wildride board for a rider that wants to jump on the gas and get back into
the sweet spot of the wake easily - but still has a thin enough front half for
it to feel more reliable.

AVAILABLE ON:
HONEYCOMB POWERTAIL
HEX SHELL BLENDER
KOAL TECHNORA THRUSTER
KOAL CLASSIC FISH
KOAL CLASSIC LONGBOARD
MARSH”MELLOW” THRASHER
MODELLO STUB FISH
MODELLO FISH SKIM

A rider that just wants the classic feel of a traditional wakesurf cross section
- not too thick - not too thin. Has more feel for the water than it’s thicker
counterparts, but also has more topwater speed than a skimmer. Eight of
our boards use a variation of this thickness for a well diversified ride.

AVAILABLE ON:
HEX SHELL SKATE SKIMMER

Nearly 1/3 the thickness of the Wildride category - a board designed
to sacrifice some top water momentum for a board that has the most
feel with the water. Allowing the rider to surf more like they are on a
wakeskate, either using a shallow fin, or no fin at all because the board
has so much natural grip with the water and is sitting that much deeper
in the water.

RAILS
FROM POWERFULL CUT BACKS TO MELLOW TRANSITIONS
3 different rail designs ranging from riders that like to bury the rail with a stronger
cutback - to a design more suited for a chill water sesh.

High speed carves for riders that like to really bury the rail.

AVAILABLE ON:
HEX SHELL SKATE SKIMMER
HEX SHELL BLENDER
KOAL TECHNORA THRUSTER 2
MARSH”MELLOW” THRASHER
MODELLO FISH SKIM

Accelerated turns combined with a Sunday afternoon cruise
rail design.

AVAILABLE ON:
KOAL TECHNORA LUNATIC
MODELLO STUBFISH

Smooth, predictable arcs for a classic surf feel.

AVAILABLE ON:
KOAL TECHNORA POWERTAIL+
KOAL TECHNORA THUMBTAIL+
KOAL CLASSIC LONGBOARD
KOAL CLASSIC FISH

With nearly 30 years of watersports product development under his
belt and well over 1,000 prototypes, Jason is the heart and soul of
what any company should strive for in innovation. Responsible for
making the first in so many categories over the decades. From the
man who shaped the first wakesurf board sold at retail, this year
marks his biggest advancement in surfers. For 2017, Jason broke our
surfer range down into 4 different profiles, 3 different rail designs, 6
constructions, and 9 new shapes. If it has this signature on it - you
know it was created by somebody who understands every aspect of
what surfers are truly looking for.

B U T,
it is the quickest and easiest tooless surf fin system.

INTRODUCING THE NEWEST

2.0 TECHNOLOGY

AVA I L A B LE O N 2 3 RO N IX S U RF ERS
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IT’S NOT ROCKET SCIENCE.

FIN-S 2.0 TECHNOLOGY
T H E M O S T S I M P L I S T I C T O O L- L E S S S U R F F I N S Y S T E M
Easily change your fin set-up in just seconds to dial in the performance of your wakesurf board.

Made in the USA

ASYMCONCAVE FIN SHAPES
Added drive out of your bottom turns

VARYING SIZES
Available in 6 sizes for
all styles of riding

THINNEST PROFILE
Least amount of drag
with the water

ULTRA LIGHT
FIN SYSTEM
Keeps your board
lighter in overall weight
which creates better
performance

COMPATABILITY
The system is
backwards
compatible so you
have the option to
use any of the old
two-tab screw-in fins
SHORT FOOTPRINT
FIN BOX
Allows your board’s
tail to flex naturally
throughout maneuvers

SPRINGLOCK TECHNOLOGY
The intuitive design makes
it very easy to lock-in and
remove your fins

SNAP-IN DESIGN
The most secure
tool-less fin system with an intuitive
two-stage engagement
and removal
1.Insert
2.Pull back to lock

1

2

FIBERGLASS FINS
THE MOST ADVANCED WAKESURF FINS EVER PRODUCED
These new shapes have created the fastest edge transfers and least amount of drag with the water. New for this year, we created 16 new
fins all compatible with our new Fin - S attachment system. These fins range in size from a loose skatey 1” all the way up to the 4.5” for the
deepest bottom turns us inlanders can create. In addition to 6 new sizes with the cleanest foil out there - they also come in asymmetric
design, that have a cupped inside foil which creates noticeably more speed and drive once you initiate a turn. Below is a list of the various
sizes and colors we offer to match our new line of surfers.
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THRUSTER
FINS
Available in 5 colors and 5 sizes

4 . 5”

AVAILABLE IN: Yellow/Black - Black/Black

4 .0”

AVAILABLE IN: Pink/Clear - Black/Black

3 . 5”

AVAILABLE IN: Orange/Black - Yellow/Black - Black/Black

3 .0”

AVAILABLE IN: Pink/Clear - Green/Black - Black/Black

2 . 5”

AVAILABLE IN: Yellow/Black - Orange/Black - Black/Black

RAMP FINS
1”

AVAILABLE IN: Yellow/Black - Black/Black

MEN’S

WAKESURF 101

An easy guide for any surfer to determine what deck is right for them based on
our varying thickness of cross sections and construction methods. For info on women’s
surfers check out page 146-147 and for high performance kid’s boards check out page 160-161.

• MORE PUSH

The thickest profile in our range coming in at
nearly 2”. Rides higher on the water and with
more forward momentum than anyother surfer.
Because it surfs higher on the water with more
top water speed she sometimes has a mind of her
own giving it the appropriate label Wildride - no 2 turns will ever be the same.

Has most of the fast push feeling as the Wildride
but with a thinner tip profile the board will feel
more stable in and out of a turn. As thick of a
tail design as a Wildride board for a rider that
wants to jump on the gas and get back into the
sweet spot of the wake easily - but still has a thin
enough front half for it to feel more reliable.

MODELLO STUB FISH

HONEYCOMB P OWERTAIL
A rider that just wants the classic feel of a
traditional wakesurf cross section - not too thick
- not too thin. It has greater feel for the water
than its thicker counterparts, but also has more
topwater speed then a skimmer.

MARSH”MELLOW” THRASHER

MODELLO FISH SKIM

Nearly 1/3 the thickness of the wildride category
- a board designed to sacrifice some top water
momentum for a board that has the most in
feel with the water. Allowing the rider to surf
more like they are on a wakeskate, either using a
shallow fin, or no fin at all because the board has
so much natural grip with the water sitting that
much deeper in the water.

• MORE CONTROL

• THICKNESS DEFINED

We have surfers ranging as thin as .7” thick all the
way up to almost 2” thick. The amount of water
stability you can get from a thin profiled skate
inspired board, to the increased push from a
thicker platform or anywhere in between.

• CORE DEFINED

We make a range of cores with hole shot
response out of a turn, others that feel softer and
have more connection in the water. Six unique
constructions to accommodate any style of feel
with the water a surfer is looking for.

• FEEL

• HONEYCOMB
The strongest
communication
between rider, board,
and water. Until you try
it - you won’t really get
the feeling. But if you
want to be at one with
water - this is it!!

• MODELLO

Hip swaggering rhythm
between rider and board
meets our most rock
solid construction. Less
prone to dings, and more
connection to the water
than most of our surfers.

• MARSH“MELLOW”
The feel of a traditional surfer - the
durability of a wakeboard. Using a
similar core as our Koal boards, but
then wrapped with a soft exterior
deck material.

• EVERYBODY IS DIFFERENT
We encourage you to support your local pro
shop and demo our latest line of decks.
Have a fun slaysh.

KOAL TECHNORA THE LUNATIC

KOAL TECHNORA POWERTAIL+

KOAL TECHNORA THUMBTAIL+

KOAL CLASSIC LONGBOARD

KOAL CLASSIC FISH

KOAL TECHNORA THRUSTER 2

HEX SHELL BLENDER

HEX SHELL SKATE SKIMMER

• RESPONSE

• KOAL CLASSIC

The building block to a surf
constructed surfer. Made with the
same process and ingredients as
your favorite saltwater brethren. A
lightweight high end core.

• KOAL TECHNORA

Bridging the gap between Hex
Shell response, and the classic
surfboard ride. Using the same
core as the Koal Classic, but adding
Technora laminates in certain areas
of the board to for greater drive and
response thru a turn

• HEX SHELL

The most responsive
construction we have ever
tested. Made out of a mold,
and then wrapped in core
matte for a torsionally stiff
layup unlike any other.

SURF DIVISION
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P OW ERTA IL
Our most advanced core delivers the strongest connection between water, board and rider,
meets our best selling shape. A wide stable platform with a high end kick. The Powertail shape
combines the stable aspects of a Longboard, the bottom turn drive of a Thruster, and the ability
to air out like no other board you have ridden. For surfers looking for a stable shape that has the
speed needed even with smaller boat wakes, and a must in the quiver for high end riders. New for
this year, we added Technora for increased response. Another reason to chase the endless summer.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Machined EVA concave pads with arch support and extra tall tail kick
• Ronix exclusive tooless Fin-S 2 system
• Fiberglass cupped asymmetrical fins
- 1 symmetric 2.5” and 2 asymetric 3.5”
• Handmade by Robots
• Vacuum bagged with epoxy resin

BOARD SPECS

SURF DIVISION

S K ATE S KIMMMER
The closest we have come to making a wakeskate into a surfer. A brand spanking new hot, off the press
skate influenced skimmer. A shape designed by arguably our sport’s greatest skater - Reed
Hansen - creating the board feel and release he was looking for in this crossover shape. Our thinnest
board went on a diet in the offseason and got even more slender for a more reactive rail with a lighter
design for more contact and feel. Perfect your ollie and session easier shove-its from this skate inspired
shape and concave top deck. A new shape that opens up a whole new spectrum of tricks.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Machined EVA concave pads with arch support and extra tall tail kick
• Ronix exclusive tooless Fin-S 2 system
• 1 Fiberglass symmetric 2.5” fin
• Handmade by Robots
• Vacuum bagged with epoxy resin

BOARD SPECS
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BLENDER
The Blender combines several ingredients of our most popular models. Want the stability of a longboard, the added boost off the lip from a Powertail, and the sharpest rail for the strongest edge hold
available? Overall it rides similar to a Powertail - but comes with a sharper edge for a quicker reacting
edge response. A shape that can really hook up on rail when you want it to, yet has more surface area
for that toes on the nose stability, a super wide tail platform for effortless airs, and our most responsive
construction. Now you’ll have a new bucket list of aerials to check off.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Machined EVA concave pads with arch support and extra tall tail kick
• Ronix exclusive Fin-S 2 System
• Fiberglass cupped asymmetrical fins
- 1 symmetric 3.5” and 2 asymetric 4”
• Handmade by Robots
• Vacuum bagged with epoxy resin

BOARD SPECS

SURF DIVISION

K O A L P O W E R TA I L+
In wakesurfing there is a movement towards thicker profiled boards. This has a tendency to make the
board ride higher on the water, have more drive up the wake, and create an easier ability to air off the lip.
New for this year we took our best selling shape and stayed with the standard thickness in the nose area
for solid contact with the water, then gradually went thicker thru the center to the tail of the board. The
result is a high end surfer that can easily be ridden on small waves, and has the ability to air out on bigger
wakes using the new Eight.3 Wakesurf Shaper. The Powertail get its name from its super wide profile and
combines the stable aspects of a Longboard, aspects of the bottom turn drive of a Thruster, and the
ability to boost airs. The perfect option for riders looking for a stable shape that has the speed needed
even with smaller boat wakes, and a new school shape for those high-end riders looking for added drive.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Machined EVA concave pads with arch support and extra tall tail kick
• Ronix exclusive Fin-S 2 System
• Fiberglass cupped asymmetrical fins
- 1 symmetric 3.5” and 2 asymetric 4.5”
• Handmade by Robots
• Vacuum bagged with epoxy resin

BOARD SPECS
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K O A L T H U M B TA I L+
New for this year we took Danny Harf’s signature deck and stayed with the standard thickness in the nose
area for solid contact with the water, then gradually went thicker thru the center to the tail of the board.
The result is a high end surfer that can easily be ridden on small waves, and has the ability to air out on
bigger wakes using the new Eight.3 Wakesurf Shaper. This Thumbtail design combines the skate like feel
of a skimboard with the rail design of a classic surf board - hand wrapped in our responsive Technora
material. Experience easier shove-its from this skate inspired profile and concave top deck. Designed
to be ridden both switch and regular with a semi twin outline, a machined pad covering the entire top
deck. A thicker profiled new school shape blending a looser feel for easier 360’s and the extra speed to
air off the face of the wake endorsed by X Games royalty - Danny Harf.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Machined EVA concave pads with arch support and extra tall tail kick
• Ronix exclusive Fin-S 2 System
• 1 Fiberglass symmetrical 3” fin
• Handmade by Robots
• Vacuum bagged with epoxy resin

BOARD SPECS

SURF DIVISION

THE LU N ATI C
Ever have that one buddy - you spend the day with him/her and it could either be filed in the Hall of
fame on the fun meter, or give you a night in the can? This is that spectrum in a surfer. Our thickest
profiled board rides insanely high on the water with more top water speed and anxiety than any board
we have ever tested. This hotbed of emotion can’t sit still - because its perched so elevated from the
waterline with minimal friction and the most in break away speed. This type of top water speed also
means she has a mind of her own - but without dunking and doing the always annoying wakesurf
bail for no reason. This means no turns are the same, predictability is a word never used, and a curious
thought will take place during your ride of “what’s next?” Sound a little mellow dramatic? Maybe - but
this really is the wildest ride we have ever been apart of.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Machined EVA concave pads with arch support and extra tall tail kick
• Ronix exclusive tooless Fin-S 2 system
• Fiberglass cupped asymmetrical fins
- 1 symmetric 3.5” and 2 asymetric 4.5”
• Handmade by Robots
• Vacuum bagged with epoxy resin

BOARD SPECS
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KOAL THRUSTER 2
Another high end performer that received a major facelift this year. This stealth creation comes with
a sharper rail, bevel and bottom channels. The result… high speed maneuverability. Whether you are
looking for more drive up the face of the wake, or added glide as you learn to ride without a rope - this
is the fastest and hardest charging line of boards we have created in our many swells of producing
high end surfers. Thought you knew what a wakesurfer was capable of? This electric Thruster is hands
down the most responsive surfer we have ever tested - more bite in your bottom turn yet still has a
quicker release off the peak. This speedy squash tail deck was conceptualized by a legend who grew
up switching between salt and freshwater carves - Parks Bonifay.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Machined EVA concave pads with arch support and extra tall tail kick
• Ronix exclusive Fin-S 2 System
• Fiberglass cupped asymmetrical fins
- 1 symmetric 3.5” and 2 asymmetric 2.5”
• Handmade by Robots

BOARD SPECS

SURF DIVISION

KOAL CL ASSIC LONGBOARD
Let’s hit the E-brake on the 21st century hustle. Sometimes you need to quit updating your social
media site, replying to the “what did you do last night?” text, and on August 12th, our self proclaimed
go ride day, even school and work should be taking a rain check. Sometimes you need those days and
a product to remind us all of why there is no feeling like riding sideways on the water. The thickest,
most buoyant surf constructed board in our range has a full rail with a forgiving soft bevel. The result is
our most stable, easy going, soul turn special that is even more forgiving for a Sunday afternoon cruise.
Grab a couple of your favorite chums, regardless of the surfer’s size or boat wake, and experience the
endless wave of this design.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Machined EVA concave pads with arch support and extra tall tail kick
• Ronix exclusive Fin-S system
• Fiberglass cupped asymmetrical fins
- 1 symmetric 4.5”
• Handmade by Robots
• Vacuum bag with epoxy resin

BOARD SPECS
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KOAL CLASSIC FISH
Our longest running high end sufers. Not sure if you need something loose and skatey, extra reactive,
or a mellow Sunday cruise - and just want an overall fun shape? A fish profiled “fun” board with a
deep swallow tail that can easily break free on the top of the lip, yet has the bottom turn drive to get
you there quickly. A versatile swallowtail design for toes on the nose stability, frontside airs off the lip
performance, and big cutbacks on the wake. New for this year, we added a wider more stable nose
design, and a faster rockerline. This speedy shape rides high on the water with a full rail and our exclusive machined core creating more glide speed. Available in 3 lengths covering the spectrum of riders
and wake sizes. The Koal’s shape and construction is a perfect ride for us inlanders with wake slashing
versatility. The Koal Fish is our most universal surfer using bits and pieces of bits and pieces of most of
our other boards.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Machined EVA concave pads with arch support and extra tall tail kick
• Ronix exclusive Fin-S system
• 2 - 4” and 1 - 3” symmetric fins
• Handmade by Robots
• Vacuum bagged with epoxy resin

BOARD SPECS

SURF DIVISION
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MARSH”MELLOW ” THRASHER
A similar shape to our most high end performing deck - The Thruster - just constructed with a
more impact proven layup. A soft top construction combines the best elements of speed, weight
and durability. Made with a similar core to our other more expensive surfers - this Thrasher has
a unique glass lay up and a soft top exterior. The result is our most advanced recreational core to
date since it has most of the performance and weight aspects of our surf constructed decks, the
durability of a soft top, yet produced for surfers on a budget. Your board accidentally slams into
the boat? No worries, its soft exterior won’t chip or ding your gel coat the way other traditional
constructed decks will. We don’t want to play favorites - but if you’re reading this right now - this
top water traveling speedy, lightweight, durable series has a little soft spot in our engineer’s
hearts. We spent four seasons developing this adjustable fin rope-less water device.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Machined EVA top deck with kick tail
• 2 - 2.3” & 1 - 2.9” Black Polycarbonate fins
• Handmade by Robots
• Vacuum bagged with epoxy resin

BOARD SPECS

SURF DIVISION

MODELLO STUB FISH
We think this new series would do really well on that dance competition show. Reason why? Every
time we tested the prototypes, the board was always in unison with the rider. It never pushes in front
of the rider driving up the wake, falls behind in the bottom turn, and pretty much predicts when you’re
about to shift your weight for a new slaysh. She just brings out a certain inner harmony most only get
while doing doing the salsa to La 33 performing Pantera Mambo - now that’s a rhythm song. And oh
yeah it is a lighter layup of our signature wakeboard durability construction. The Stub Fish shape has
a longboard feel to it, but with the added release of a Koal Fish. Did we already mention how much
rhythm this crossover longboard/fun board has? Last but not least - our most affordable value.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Concave top deck with kick tail
• New rear and front pad design
• 1- 2.9” Black Polycarbonate fin
• Lightweight wakeboard construction

BOARD SPECS
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MODELLO FISH SKIM
The goal of this new shape was to create a more affordable, more durable, rhythm like nothing you’ve
ever ridden with the feel of a fish/fun surfer, mixed with a skim like skate feel, without sacrificing
lightweight overall surf performance. The creators of the first ever compression molded surfer - proudly
present our most performance oriented Modello surfer. Who says you can’t make a high end surfer out
of wakeboard technology?

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Concave top deck with kick tail
• New rear and front pad design
• 3-2.9” Black Polycarbonate fins
• Lightweight wakeboard contruction

BOARD SPECS

WAKE

S K AT E
DIVISION

S K ATE DIVISION

BOOMSTICK

The heavyweight guardian bi-level Boomstick is composed of a solid, snappy, skatey, eco-friendly,
super saucy wood with a smooth concave, making it easier to always land on the bolts. Several dusks
and dawns ago, Reed Hansen and the boys sourced some lively materials to throw in a 14 lb. stockier
skate, offering more board control, both on the water and leaving it with this added weight. A bi-level
shape creates a more consistent, quicker swing weight than a traditional single level skate, yet still
has the stability for somebody just taking the drop. Having a top deck separated from the water line
means that if a skater is off axis they will have a greater chance of recovery with the 2 decks working
independent of one another. Our most advanced technology, ridden by arguably our sport’s greatest
skater - yet still has the swing weight and balance points that work for first timers. Comes with a
lively Paulownia bottom deck, and a stiffer Maple top deck.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Hybrid Rocker
• Compression Molding
• Sintered Base
• ABS Sidewall
• 2 - .8” Wakeskate Fins
• Reed Hansen Pro Model

SIZING
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S K ATE DIVISION

ELECTRIC COLLECTIVE

Created with a smooth, explosive lift similar to the Boomstick, with built in concave/kicktail for
skaters looking for the stability and board control of our Hoverboard on a tighter budget. Without
being anymore sensationalized than we already are, we think we found a way to bottle the emotion
of the “it” factor. A certain electrifying marine dance that our forefathers could only dream of.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Hybrid Rocker
• EVA Top Deck
• Moderately Obese Technology
• Two .8” Wakeskate Fins

SIZING
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ROVE KARVER

Ever wanted to strip everything off a deck, slap some big ol’ fins on the back, chuck your boots
and just go for a soul turn sesh? More surface area and deeper fins than any of our other skates
- giving you the stability of your favorite longboard to shred an effortless cutback. It’s not always
about the wake - sometimes it’s the path you take to get there. Upshift a gear with the most
affordable, fast, and reliable ride in our line. A 3 fin design ready to bury the rail.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Blended Rocker
• EVA Top Deck
• The Only Skate Of Its Kind
• Made With Good Vibes
• Two .8” Wakeskate Fins

SIZING

MEN’S

FLOT
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VEST INGREDIENTS
FORM FIT AND FUNCTION FOR EVERY RIDER

• COAST GUARD APPROVED

Safety doesn’t take a vacation. With every new jacket design
we continue to take a little extra out of the weight and add a
little more in the mobility category. This year is no exception
with the Capella 2 - a jacket that pushes innovation
boundaries but still has enough flotation to meet the safety
requirements.

• 4 WAY STRETCH

A material that moves in any direction when you do.

• IMPACT JACKET

Riding in close proximity to a shoreline, shallower waters - or
just like being one of those water rebels. We have a complete
line of extra lightweight, mobile jackets. They aren’t approved
by the law - but they do get a thumbs up in the added
freedom department.

• 2-WAY STRETCH

A material that moves side-to-side when you do.

• GLIDESKIN

• PERFORATED ARIAPRENE

• THERMAL INSIDE LINER

• RONIX ARMOR FOAM

We live in a world that likes bling. Glideskin is shiny.
Which makes it cool and relevant.

Quite arguably the greatest creation since we came up with
the Capella vest. A material that feels extra comfy when you
try it on dry, and dries quicker than a standard material.

The lightest, most breathable material in our line.

A new super dense shock absorbing foam to reduce the
impact of bails at a cable park.
Made by Zote Foam.

• LONGER TORSO

• STANDARD TORSO

• CYLINDRICAL CONSTRUCTION

• WATER RESISTANT LINER

Roughly 2” longer than a standard fitting jacket.

There is a homie named Capella from back in the day.
He knew the earth was round. We ripped off his theories
and made our vests round. A cylinder fit that curves to your
body unlike any flat vest.

Based around the symmetry of a standard chest size.

You know that annoying face you make when you have to try
on your buddy’s wet life jacket? Not no more. We created a
liner that greatly reduces water seeping into a jacket, and
most importantly the weird face.

HOW IT FITS:

CAPELLA 2.0FIT

NO TWO RIDERS ARE THE SAME

CGA LIFE JACKET

Tall and lanky, extra mobility, standard frame, wider profile - whatever
your need is for 2017, we have created 3 specific styles to have your back.

TAILORED FIT
WATER RESISTANT
LINER

CAPELLA 2.0 CGA FIT
CGA APPROVED

We took the best fitting CGA vest and made a new custom tailored fitting
version for lengthier torsos. Also improved upon the flex zones with
Asymmetrical grooves going opposite the segmentation for the most in
mobility. The best fitting longer vest in watersports – nobody wants to see
your belly button anyway.

2-WAY STRETCH

CAPELLA CGA FIT

OVER SIZED
ARM HOLES

The first CGA vest that really adapts to the rider’s curvature with a cylindrical
design. This round curvature creates more of a form fitting area
complete with our X segmentation for improved flex zones.

COVERT CGA FIT
A traditional fitting CGA vest with large arm holes and segmentation for an
all around mobile jacket.

CYLINDRICAL
CONSTRUCTION

LONGER TORSO

COVERTFIT

CAPELLAFIT

CGA LIFE JACKET

CGA LIFE JACKET

WATER RESISTANT
LINER
CGA APPROVED
CGA APPROVED

2-WAY STRETCH

2-WAY STRETCH
OVER SIZED
ARM HOLES

OVER SIZED
ARM HOLES

GLIDESKIN
CYLINDRICAL
CONSTRUCTION

FITS STANDARD
TORSO

TRADITIONAL
CONSTRUCTION

FITS STANDARD
TORSO

ONE CAPELLA 2.0
CGA LIFE VEST

Get your selfie on – this vest changes colors with your phone’s flash on
or in the sun. Oh yeah – it is the bees knees in the world of a life jacket
fit as well. Taking on our unique cylindrical design but with new flex
points and a longer fit than our standard Capella vest.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Custom Tailored Fitted Vest
• Fills More Voids Than Ever Before
• Cylindrical Construction
• Asymmetrical Segmentation
• Water Resistant Liner
• Glide Skin
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• Fits For Longer Torsos
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Available In S - XXL

*Image taken with camera flash on
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FORESTER CAPELLA 2.0
CGA LIFE VEST

We are not sure if there is a big arborist wakeboarding crossover – but in the chance that
there is – we proudly present the Forester – innovation for lengthier torsos or those who
just want a longer/thinner profiled vest.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Custom Tailored Fitted Vest
• Fills More Voids Than Ever Before
• Cylindrical Construction
• Asymmetrical Segmentation
• Water Resistant Liner
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• Fits For Longer Torsos
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Available In S - XXL

DRIVER’S ED CAPELLA 2.0
CGA TEEN LIFE VEST

You might still have to drive with your parent – but you will have the most innovative
new design in a Coast Guard Life Jacket.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Custom Tailored Fitted Vest
• Fills More Voids Than Ever Before
• Asymmetrical Segmentation
• Water Resistant Liner
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Teen 90-120Lbs

CAPELLA 2.0 SIZING

PARKS CAPELL A
CGA LIFE VEST

Parks Bonifay is round – whoa we aren’t creating blasphemy towards the
chosen one and living legend of our sport – we’ve all got a cylinder curvature to ourselves and this hot rod just highlights it more than anything
out there. Fits around your torso like no other flat constructed jacket.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Cylindrical Construction
• The Original Round Vest
• X-Technology
• Perforated Ariaprene
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• Fits Standard Torso
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Available In S - XXL

PULSE CAPELLA
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CGA LIFE VEST

Want an amazing curved fitting life jacket without the pro model or tree hugger
association? We proudly present to you the stealthy Pulse.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Cylindrical Construction
• The Original Round Vest
• X-Technology
• Glide Skin
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• Fits Standard Torso
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Available In S - XXL

CAPELLA SIZING

COVERT

CGA LIFE VEST
Without a heavy sigh, this vest is a flat traditional construction – but it is has something
else – je ne sais quoi. You see this little floatable tiger has a spirit that is just undeniable
and comes in at our most affordable value.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Standard Segmentation
• Water Resistant Liner
• Glide Skin
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• Fits Standard Torso
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Available In S - 3XL

COVERT SIZING
Small
Medium
Large
X-Large
XX-Large
3X-Large

33-36”(84-92cm)
37-40”(93-102cm)
41-44”(103-112cm)
45-48”(113-122cm)
49-52”(123-132cm)
53-56”(135-142cm)
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HOW IT FITS:

PARKFIT

We like rebels - always being edgy doing some wild stuff. Well we have
defined these maritime nonconformists into 3 different groups of fit.

IM PAC T JACKET

THERMAL INSIDE
LINER

PARK IM PAC T JACKET

TAILORED FIT

LIGHT WEIGHT
FOAM

FIT

Did you know that 68% of fresh water on earth is in glaciers? Oh yeah, did
you also know that we have a cable jacket that has armor foam in it? We
developed a ergonomically correct, new super dense material to help protect
your chest from those unfriendly smacks at the park, without the loss of
flexibility. Life at the park is just better with impact resistant zones.

OVER SIZED
ARM HOLES

CUS TO M IM PAC T JACKET F IT
Innovative 4 way stretch zones and a cutline unlike any other jacket. For a
rider that wants an impact jacket to form to their body like it was custom
tailored – the inspiration behind the Capella 2.

ARMOR FOAM

AT H L E T I C I M PA C T J A C K E T F I T

4-WAY STRETCH

CYLINDRICAL
CONSTRUCTION

If you rock an impact jacket you should have that hot rod looking sleek and
stealth. A slimmed down version of our other water garments.

FITS
STANDARD
TORSO

C
USTOMFIT
IM PAC T JACKET

AT H LE T I CFIT

IM PAC T JACKET

TAILORED FIT
LIGHT WEIGHT
FOAM

LIGHT WEIGHT
FOAM

ARIAPRENE
OVER SIZED
ARM HOLES

OVER SIZED
ARM HOLES

FLEX ZONE
TECHNOLOGY
X-TECHNOLOGY

4-WAY STRETCH

FITS
STANDARD
TORSO

4-WAY STRETCH

FITS
LONGER
TORSO

KINETIK PARK EDITION
IMPACT JACKET

The park kingpin has new super dense, impact resistant zones to help protect your chest
from those unfriendly smacks at the park, without the loss of flexibility. Life at the park
just got better.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Custom Tailored Fitted Vest
• Cylindrical Construction
• Ronix Armor Foam Panels made by Zote Foams
• Four Way Stretch Neoprene
• Thermal Inside liner – quick dry
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Non Coast Guard Approved
• Available in S - XL

Small
Medium
Large
X-Large
XX-Large

31”34”(79cm-86cm )
34”37”(86cm-94cm )
37”40”(94cm-102cm )
40”43”(102cm-109cm )
43”46”(109cm-117cm )

ONE CUSTOM FIT
IMPACT JACKET

Think of it is an Intuition Liner for your belly. Forms to your chest like no other water
garment.

MEN ’ S F LOTATIO N

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Custom Tailored Fitted Vest
• Perforated Ariaprene
• Four Way Stretch Neoprene
• Reversible
• 1 Zip Closure
• Non Coast Guard Approved
• Available in S - XL

REVERSIBLE

PA RKS ATHLE TI C CU T
IMPACT JACKET

Our most slender fitting jacket sure is sporty with our honeycomb perforated Ariaprene
and filightweight foam.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Perforated Ariaprene
• Four Way Stretch Neoprene
• Reversible
• 1 Zip Closure
• Non Coast Guard Approved
• Available in S - XXL

REVERSIBLE

PA RT Y ATHLE TI C CU T
IMPACT JACKET

Party and athletics in one? Just trust us – at the end of flotilla season you will know why.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Four Way Stretch Neoprene
• Reversible
• 1 Zip Closure
• Non Coast Guard Approved
• Available in XS - XXL

REVERSIBLE
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O NE - D E TACH A B LE
NYLON BAR LOCK

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Dual Injected Detachable Nylon “Barlock” Handle End Caps
• 4mm Thick Dual Density Memory Foam
• Hide Grip With 3D Molded Pattern For An Extra Tacky Grip
• 1.25” Handle Diameter
• Strung With Dyneema Rope
• T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
• EVA Inside Handle Bar For Flotation
• Available In Straight Or “T” Wrap

THE 3D
MEN’S ROPES/HANDLES

ALUMINUM BAR LOCK

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Aluminum “Bar Lock” End Cap With Soft
Cushioned Rubber 3D Over Molding
• 3mm Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• Hide Grip With 3D Molded Pattern For An Extra Tacky Grip
• Strung With Dyneema Rope
• T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
• EVA Inside Handle Bar For Flotation
• Available In Straight Only

AVAILABLE IN:

• NEON ORANGE
• NEON GREEN

PARKS

NYLON BAR LOCK

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Nylon Handle End Caps W/EVA Inside Bumpers
• Semi Bar Lock
• 3mm Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• PU Synthetic/ Hide Grip With 3D Molded Pattern For An Extra Tacky Grip
• Strung With Dyneema Rope
• T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
• EVA Inside Handle Bar For Flotation
• Available In Straight Only

SPACE BL ANKET
NYLON BAR LOCK

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Nylon Handle End Caps W/EVA Inside Bumpers
• Semi Bar Lock
• 3mm Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• Hide Grip With 3D Molded Pattern For An Extra Tacky Grip
• Strung With Dyneema Rope
• T6 Light weight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
• EVA Inside Handle Bar For Flotation
• Available In Straight Only

NORTH

DYNEEMA BAR LOCK

• Traditional Plastisol End Caps
• Dyneema Tied Bar Lock System
• 3mm Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• Lycra Embroidered Grip
• Strung With Dyneema Rope
• T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
• EVA Inside Handle Bar For Flotation
• Available In Straight Or “T” Wrap

ENVOY

DYNEEMA BAR LOCK

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Traditional Plastisol End Caps
• Dyneema Tied Bar Lock System
• 3mm Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• Hide Embroidered Grip
• Strung With Dyneema Rope
• T6 Lightweight Aircraft Aluminum Dowel
• EVA Inside Handle Bar For Flotation
• Available In Straight Only
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K E Y F E A T U R E S:

R8 80FT
K E Y F E A T U R E S:

MEN’S ROPES/HANDLES

• Ultra Thin Round PVC Coated Cover
• 100% Dyneema Core
• Abrasion Free, Snag Resistant Cover
• 85ft Total Length Including Handle
• One 55ft Section
• Seven Total Take Off Sections
• One - 10ft Take Off Sections
• Four - 5ft Take Off Sections
• Two - 2ft Take Off Sections
• Color Options: Yellow, Blue, Orange, Green

R6 80FT
K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Square Shape PVC Coated Cover
• 100% Dyneema Core
• Abrasion Free, Snag Resistant Cover
• 85ft Total Length Including Handle
• One 60ft Section
• Five Total Take Off Sections
• Three - 5ft Take Off Sections
• Two - 2.5ft Take Off Sections
• Color Options: Neon Blue, Neon Green,
Neon Yellow, Neon Orange
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MEN’S ROPES/HANDLES

C O M B O 6.0

• Glass Filled Nylon Handle End Caps
• Nylon Barlock (Anti-Roll)
• Hide Grip With 3D Molded Pattern For An Extra Tacky Grip
• 3mm Thick Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• Strung With 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
• Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
• R6 80ft Mainline With 6-Sections
• Assorted Colors

C O M B O 5.5

• Hide Grip With 3D Molded Pattern For An
Extra Tacky Grip
• Dyneema Barlock (Anti-Roll)
• 3mm Thick Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• 6in “T” Wrap Handle
• Strung With 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
• Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
• R6 80ft Mainline With 6-Sections
• Assorted Colors

C O M B O 5.0

• Hide Grip With 3D Molded Pattern For An
Extra Tacky Grip
• Dyneema Barlock (Anti-Roll)
• 3mm Thick Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• Strung With 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
• Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
• R6 80ft Mainline With 6-Sections
• Assorted Colors

C O M B O 4.0
• Hide Grip With 3D Molded Pattern For An
Extra Tacky Grip
• Dyneema Barlock (Anti-Roll)
• 3mm Thick Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• Strung With 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
• Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
• Solin 75ft Mainline With 5-Sections
• Assorted Colors

C O M B O 3.0

• Hide With Embroidery Grip
• Dyneema Barlock (Anti-Roll)
• 3mm Thick Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• Strung With 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
• Filled Inside With EVA For Flotation
• Solin Hybrid PE 70ft Mainline With 4-Sections
• Assorted Colors

C O M B O 2.0

• Hide With Embroidery Grip
• 3mm Thick Eva
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• 6Oft Low Stretch PE Mainline With 4-Sections
• 7” Pencil Floats For Flotation
• Assorted Colors

C O M B O 1.0

• Tacky TPR Rubber Grip
• 1” Handle Diameter
• 60ft Low Stretch PE Mainline With 4-Sections
• 7” Pencil Floats For Flotation
• Assorted Colors

PU SURF ROPE
WITH HANDLE

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

MEN’S ROPES/HANDLES

• PU Synthetic Leather Wrap Cover
• Nylon Semi Barlock (Anti-Roll)
• Hide Grip With 3D Molded Pattern For An Extra Tacky Grip
• Inside EVA For Flotation
• 3mm Thick Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• 25ft With 4-Sections
• 2ft Bungee Section Helps You Get Into The Pocket Faster

STRETCH SURF ROPE
WITH HANDLE

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Hide With Embroidery Grip
• 3mm Thick Memory Foam
• 1.15” Handle Diameter
• 7” Foam Floats For Flotation
• 25ft W/4-Sections
• 2ft Bungee Section Helps You Get Into The Pocket Faster
• Assorted Colors

SURF ROPE
NO HANDLE

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• 5 - 4“ Diameter Knots With Foam Floats For Hassel Free Riding
• 25ft - 3 braided sections
• Assorted Colors

HAPPY HOUR
B OAT B U MP ER
Bring on the flotilla - that’s what we call a big boat tie up
• 8” diameter by 18” long
• Small inflation valve
• 4ft mooring line
• Easy storage when deflated

• Adjustable in length from 3ft to 6ft

TR A ILER B OAT
GUIDES
• Endorsed by boaters of The Braille Aquatic Association.
• Available in 3ft and 4ft
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W EB B IN G B OAT
DOCK TIE

LINKS WHEELIE PADDED BAG
Imagine if there was a traveling utensil that magically wasn’t categorized as a
board bag at the airport because it looked like a golf bag and wasn’t considered
oversized when you checked it in on the plane, saving some oversized bucks?
• TSA Approved Combination Lock
• Durable Padded Shell
• Wheelie Transportation With Dual End Carry Handles
• 2 External And 1 Internal Pockets
• Zippered Pockets
• Heavy Duty YKK Zipper
• Fits Any Size Ronix Wakeboard

COLL ATER AL NON-PADDED BAG
Other companies may claim their products are tighter but ask yourself, are their
boots the original baseless design that are much comfier and lighter? We also
have a really nice unpadded board bag at an affordable value.
• Internal Pockets
• Shoulder Strap
• Fits Any Size Ronix Wakeboard

BUZZ BACKPACK

It’s cool, and it has pouches and stuff. These dudes thought it looked spacey so
they named it after that one guy.

DEMPSE Y SURF BAG

Twice as much padding as any of our board bags. We want to make sure
your surf constructed Honeycomb Powertail+ can get there safely.
• Super Durable Padded Shell
• Shoulder Strap
• Fin Protector
• External Pocket
• 2 Sizes: Pointed Nose Up To 5ft / Round Nose Up To 6.2ft

LINKS BACKPACK PADDED BAG
All the same features as the other Links Bag - just the wheels have been
substituted for shoulder straps.
• Durable Padded Shell
• Backpack Shoulder Strap
• 2 External And 1 Internal Pockets
• Zippered Pockets
• Fits Any Size Ronix Wakeboard

O GIO/RONIX TR AVEL LUGGAGE
•Wide Mouth Main Compartment Opening
•Mesh Organization Dividers With Zippered Pockets
•Smooth Ride Urethane Wheels
•Telescoping Pull Handle
•600D Polyester Pindot
•29”H x 16”W x 13”D

SQUADRON HALF PADDED BAG
A semi-padded board bag with enough features to leave your board with a
smile on her face every time you stash her back in the closet.
• Durable half padded shell
• Shoulder strap
• 2 External pockets
• Fits any size Ronix wakeboard

BULWARK NEO -SLEE VE BAG

Think of it as a jimmy for your board. A responsible choice at our most
affordable value.
• Prevents Unprotected Traveling Dings
• Shoulder Strap
• 2 Sizes: Up To 136cm / Up To 146cm

SLEEPING BAG SURF SOCK

Protect your favorite fragile aquatic slasher from the obstructions of
your day to day rigors.
• 2 Sizes: Pointed Nose Up To 5.1ft / Round Nose Up To 6ft

BAT TALION PADDED BAG
A padded traveling den. Roomy enough to fit all of your stash.
• Durable Padded Shell
• Shoulder Strap
• 2 External And 1 Internal Pockets
• Fits Any Size Ronix Wakeboard
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DOME DEVICES
THE FLE X FIT
• S/M, L/XL

TEQUIL A SUNRISE
• Mesh Snap Back Hat Adjustable

EL PRESIDENTE FIT TED HAT
• 7 1/8”, 7 1/4”, 7 3/8”, 7 1/2”, 7 5/8”

THE D OM 5 PANEL
• Adjustable

FORESTER

• 7 1/8”, 7 1/4”, 7 3/8”, 7 1/2”, 7 5/8”

CLOTHING
MEGA CORP TEE
CYAN/WHITE/BLACK
• Available in S - XXL

MEGACORP HODDIE
PULLOVER - BLACK
• Available in S - XXL

THE SALVATOR
ZIP WATER RESISTANT
• Avlailbe in S - XXL

DRINK KO OZIE
• Keep that beverage nice and cold.
Reversible
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STUFF
BEACH TOWEL
• 35” x 71”

8:12 BACK SEAT QUICK DRY TANK
• Available in S - XXL

BLACK CAMO UV QUICK DRY T-SHIRT
• Available in S - XXL

BLACK CAMO UV QUICK
DRY HOODIE
• Available in S - XL

GALA XY QUICK DRY TANK
• Available in S - XXL

HONEYCOMB PUMPERPERSON
TIGHT & RIGHT BOARDSHORTS
• Available in 30, 32, 33, 34, 36

MARIANO STRIPES
TIGHT & RIGHT BOARDSHORTS
• Available in 30, 32, 33, 34, 36
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THE

WOMEN’S
COLLECTIVE

THE WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE

• 3-STAGE

LIMELIGHT

KRUSH

• CONTINUOUS

ROCKER

• CAMBER

DESIGNED, TES TED, AND CRE ATED BY THE TOP WOMEN ON THE WATER

QUARTER ‘TIL MIDNIGHT

JULIA RICK FLEXBOX 2

ENERGY

• INSTANT

• STORED

FLEXBOX 2

AIRCORE 2.0 CONSTRUCTION
AVAILABLE IN: JULIA RICK

M6 HARDWARE

SECRET FLEX
FLEXBOX

MONOCOQUE

SPEED WALLS

SINTERED BASE

• LIMELIGHT

• HALO

• LUXE

HIGH ABRASION TONGUE

BASE STABILIZER FOAM

HIGH ABRASION TONGUE

ORIGINAL BASELESS

UNIVERSAL COMFOR FIT TONGUE

BUILT IN J-BARS

3D MOLDED TONGUE

13% MORE BASELESS

3D MOLDED TONGUE

BUILT IN J-BARS

LOW FRICTION EYELETS

LINERLESS CONSTRUCTION

STAGE 3 LINER

BUILT IN J-BARS

STAGE 3 LINER

REINFORCED LINING

ULTRA LIGHT STAGE 1 FOAM

REINFORCED LINING

SINGLE LASTED

PERFORATED FOAM

BASE STABILIZER FOAM

DUAL INJECTED TOE CAP

REINFORCED LINING

ORIGINAL BASELESS

SECRET FLEX

A TRUE WOMEN’S SPECIFIC CONSTRUCTION
AVAILABLE IN: LIMELIGHT/QTM/KRUSH

M6 HARDWARE

SECRET FLEX

MONOCOQUE

KRYPTO CABLE
(QTM/KRUSH)*

SPEEDWALLS
(LIMELIGHT)*

MOD POUR FOAM

LOW FRICTION
BASE
(QTM/LIMELIGHT)*

WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE

RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•LIMELIGHT

JULIA RICK
A rider that has absolutely taken women’s park riding by storm - Julia Rick is frequently seen on top
of the podium and on our Facebook inventing a new trick. For 2017 she received her first
signature cable specific board. Based off of the same shape as our new Kinetik Project Flexbox 2 - but
in a much lighter/livelier construction. An innovation that allows a rider greater flex thru the center
of the board to exaggerate a press and create a bigger sweet spot. The most advanced women’s park
board ever developed.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Flexbox 2
• Speedwalls
• G&R Technology
•Air Core 2.0
• Secret Flex
• Increased Rocker
•Sintered Base
•Ridden By Julia Rick

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:
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WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE
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RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•LIMELIGHT

LIMELIGHT
What would happen if we took our 2 hottest features and threw them in a blender? The
combination of camber and the speed of our One board created the Limelight by Dallas Friday.
Our most advanced boat riding board to date. Now a rider drives off the wake using both legs,
with a more powerful but centered snap. Because of the growing trend towards faster boards, the
revolutionary Limelight was designed to ride higher on the water than any girl’s board we have
ever tested so that you don’t have to create an unneeded exaggerated angle to get the lift.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

•Speed Walls
•G&R Technology
•Camber
•Secret Flex
•4 Alloy 1.0” Ramp Fins & Fiberglass .8” Free Agent Fins
•Dallas Friday Pro Model

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:

WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE

RECCOMENDED BOOT:
•HALO

QUARTER ‘TIL MIDNIGHT
This brand spanking new, hot off the press, versatile Quarter ’Til Midnight can be ridden with no
stereotypes. Finally a women’s board that adapts to the rider instead of having the rider change to
the board’s traits. Touch the sky or ride the rail with our best-selling wake/park crossover women’s
board. Want a smooth, fast glide on the water and a predictable snap off the wake? The always
consistent takeoff of the Quarter ‘Til Midnight, with a longer flight in the air and added pressure
points on rails, has made it popular with first time shredders, our pro team, and everyone in between.
It’s time to see how far wakeboards have evolved whether you are riding boat or cable.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

•Universal Rocker
•Secret Flex
•G&R Technology
•4 Fiberglass 1.0” Ramp Fins & .8” Fiberglass Free Agent Fins

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:
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RECCOMENDED BOOT:
•LUXE

KRUSH
Wakeboarding is the only board sport where your shoulders and hips are not always parallel with
each other. This innovative Krush recognizes that your body is crossed up riding toeside, and
more inline riding heelside, and every design aspect of this board takes this into consideration
for the proper building block of wakeboarding. The Krush has a thinner profile for reduced swing
weight in the air, and more contact/feel with the water, along with a new rockerline that naturally
puts you underneath the board in a more centered position. A lighter glass layup of our best
selling Vault series.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•3-Stage Rocker
•Thinner, Sharper Toeside Rail
•Fuller, Vertical Heelside Rail
•2 Fiberglass 1.7” Hook Fins

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:

WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE

LIMELIGHT

The most advanced female boot out there developed on our state of the art Brainframe hardware.
Made from a women’s specific last, this boot is built to stand up to the most demanding rider, while
offering the comfort and fit to ride longer. Every aspect of the materials, sizing, and the placement
of this boot is based around the first lady of the waterway. Step into the Limelight with the most
advanced female boot out there. You won’t realize how far technology has come in footwear until
you have tried it on.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Brainframe Technology
• Stage 3 Liner
• Built In J-Bars
• New Quick Snap Lace Handles
• Dallas Friday Pro Model

HALO

These one-of-a-kind kicks are styled to look as good as your
hair on it’s best behavior, but with enough swagger to let
people know who you really are. We used a woman’s cut, look,
and flex that proves not all of our high-end boots have to
keep your toes warm. Our premier open toe design - molded
with our high-memory, Stage 3 liners for all day comfort and
support that is unrivaled in women’s wake footwear.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Original Baseless
•3D Molded Tongue
• Stage 3 Liner
• Built In J-Bars
• New Quick Snap Lace Handles
• New Lace Lock

Affordable Luxury never felt so right. Why do you think we
called it the Luxe? Built with our ultra-light, ultra-cush, Stage
1 foam the Luxe is a top-of-the-line universal boot with a
price that is easy on the pocket book. Support you would
expect from a high-end boot, and ease of entry that will have
you finishing that last minute text while you slip into these
cloud machines - free from any hot spots.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Original Baseless
• Stage 1 Liner
• Built In J-Bars
• New Lace Lock
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LUXE

SURF DIVISION
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KOAL FISH
This 4’ 10” Koal is the premier fast gliding, surf constructed women’s edition for us freshies. We
went into the “blue room” and shaped a women’s spin-off from our most classic high-end surfer
for the ultimate female performer. Our many moons of designing wake surfboards has resulted
in a refined version of our versatile Koal Fish. This speedy shape rides higher on the water with a
full profile and a thicker, more buoyant surf constructed core. Inspired by our favorite fish
profiled board, named after our favorite black sand beach, and has only one function – do
anything you want. Made with the added response of Technora - a material that helps create a
more reactive overall women’s surfboard.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Machined EVA concave pads with arch support and extra tall tail kick
• Ronix exclusive Fin-S system
• Fiberglass cupped asymmetrical fins
• Handmade by Robots
• Vacuum bagged with epoxy resin

BOARD SPECS

LIMELIGHT CAPELLA 2.0
CGA LIFE VEST

The first lady’s garment of choice got an overhaul. Our latest creation is
designed solely around a women’s physique. This new vest for 2017 is
designed for the true ruler of the waterway.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Custom Tailored Fitted CGA Vest
• Fills More Voids Than Ever Before
• Water Resistant Liner
• Glide Skin
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• Fits Longer Torso
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Available In S - XL

CAPELLA 2.0 SIZING
Small
Medium
Large
X-Large

35-37”(89-94cm)
37-39”(94-100cm)
40-42”(101-106cm)
43-45”(109-114cm)

PROM QUEEN CAPELLA 2.0
CGA TEEN LIFE VEST

Every girl can be the center of aquatic attention rocking our brand spanking
new flotation dress designed for a teen.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE

• Custom Tailored Fitted CGA Vest
• Fills More Voids Than Ever Before
• Water Resistant Liner
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Teen 90-120Lbs

QUARTER ‘TIL
MIDNIGHT CAPELLA
CGA LIFE VEST
A female cylindrical innovation of perplexing propor-

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Cylindrical Construction
• The Original Rounded Vest
• X-Technology
• Fits Standard Torso
• Glide Skin
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Available In S - XL

CAPELLA SIZING

DAYD RE AM
CGA LIFE VEST

Heavy sigh…. It is flat, not round. But hold on!!!! It is our most affordable value
vest, and most importantly she is a cutie pie.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Glide Skin
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• Fits Standard Torso
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Available In S - XL

DAYDREAM SIZING
Small
Medium
Large
X-Large

34-36”(86-91cm)
36-39”(91-99cm)
40-43”(101-109cm)
44-47”(111-119cm)

CORAL

IMPACT JACKET
For tenacious swimming females that are ok with sacrificing buoyancy with reduced
weight and greater mobility.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Synthetic PU Foil
• Perforated Ariaprene
• Four Way Stretch Neoprene
• Thermal Inside Liner
• 1 Zip Closure
• Non Coast Guard Approved
• Available In XS - L

CORAL SIZING
X-Small
Small
Medium
Large

26-28”(66-71cm)
29-32”(74-81cm)
33-35”(84-89cm)
36-38”(91-97cm)
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WOMEN’S COMBO
HANDLE/MAINLINE
K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Hide Embroidered Grip
• Dyneema Barlock (Anti-Roll)
• 2.5mm Thick Foam
• 1” Handle Diameter
• 12-Strand Dyneema Rope
• 7” Pencil Floats For Floatation
• Solin 70ft Mainline With 4-Section

DAWN
WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE

PADDED BOARD BAG
You wouldn’t want your new Limelight Collection to get dinged up would
you? Smaller dimensions - scaled to fit any board/boot setup in our
women’s line.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Durable half padded shell
• Shoulder strap
• 2 external pockets
• Fits any size women’s Ronix wakeboard

ON THE LAKE
V-NECK T-SHIRT

• Available in S - XL

TROPICAL
ZIP UP HOODIE

• Available in S - XL
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THE

KIDS
COLLECTIVE

KID’S COLLECTIVE

RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•VISION

EL VON VIDEL SCHNOOK
Willkommen para el futuro van de kabel planken. Translation: Welcome to the future of cable boards
(we think). With the help of Team Stuckey (remember that name), who are leading the cable charge
of progressive riding at a park; we created the ultimate high-end grom electric hot lap special.
Designed with a fast, flatter rocker, steeper sidewalls, the energetic qualities of paulownia wood, and
wrapped in our grom glass so the next generation can get their press on at a park.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Concave Bottom Tips
•Grom Glass
•G&R Technology
•Wide Tip/Tail
•Sintered Base

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:
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RECOMMENDED BOOT:
•DIVIDE

VAU LT 12 8
Not a grom anymore, but don’t want to be associated to the mundane look of Dad’s board?
We proudly present the stepping stone of adulthood - the 128 Vault. Built with all of the
same features as our other Vault boards just with a lighter glass layup The Vault has a thin
profile for reduced swing weight in the air, and more contact/feel with the water, along with
a new rockerline that naturally puts you underneath the board in a more centered position.
Wakeboarding is the only board sport where your shoulders and hips are not always parallel with
each other. This innovative Vault recognizes that your body is crossed up riding toeside, and more
inline riding heelside, and every design aspect of this board takes this into consideration for the
proper building block of wakeboarding.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•3-Stage Rocker
•Thinner, Sharper Toeside Rail
•Fuller, Vertical Heelside Rail
•2 Fiberglass 1.7” Hook Fins

B O A R D F E A T U R E S:

KID’S COLLECTIVE

VISION BOARD

Designed and created for the modern prospect. This Vision
board is designed solely for the needs of the next generation
of rippers. Our grom glass offers a lighter layup for more feel
with the water, and less swing weight in the air. A symmetrical
shape with asymmetrical features recognizing that your
shoulders and hips are not parallel on your toe side edge. We
added a sharper rail and a longer fin for more stability.
Oh yeah - it glows in the dark, too.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• Wide Tip/Tail
• Grom Glass
• 3-Stage Rocker
• 2 Fiberglass 1.75” Hook Fins
• 15 Set Sticker Pack Included With Board

Our engineers spent a couple of seasons working with a
group of shredders to design a true kids boot from our
baseless plate up - not just a scaled version of our adult line.
The result was the first of its kind. The future of wakeboarding will appreciate this fully loaded, easy entry, comfortable
boot construction.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Kids Specific Chassis
• Stage 1 Liner
• Built In J-Bars
• New Lace Lock

SIZING
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VISION BOOTS

AUGUST BOARD

It is easy to take a wakeboard and scale it down in size
and say it is a “kid’s board”. But that is not what the next
generation was looking for. Every aspect of the Vision and
August was designed with riders 95 lbs. and under in mind.
From our unique grom glass, to a wide tip/tail for easy deep
water starts and overall stability – we threw it all on into this
high-end wake performer.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

KID’S COLLECTIVE

• Wide Tip/Tail
• Grom Glass
• 3-Stage Rocker
• 2 Fiberglass 1.75” Hook Fins
• 15 Set Sticker Pack Included With Board

AUGUST BOOTS

Our engineers spent a couple of seasons working with a
group of shredders to design a true kids boot from our
baseless plate up - not just a scaled version of our adult line.
The result was the first of its kind. The future of wakeboarding will appreciate this fully loaded, easy entry, comfortable
boot construction.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Kids Specific Chassis
• Stage 1 Liner
• Built In J-Bars
• New Lace Lock

SIZING
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SUPER SONIC
SPACE ODYESSY
SERIES
Who said Mom and Dad get to have all of the ropeless fun?
A line of surfers giving kids a reason to unite behind the
boat. 2 shapes made with the same technology as our most
popular boards, The Powertail and The Fish, packed down
to a 3’9” size. Designed and approved by the Wifi generation
of surfers.

FISH
Not sure if your grom need something loose and skatey,
extra reactive, or Sunday cruise mellow, and just want an
overall fun shape? A fish profiled “fun” board with a deep
swallow tail that can easily break free on the top of the lip,
yet has the bottom turn drive to get you there quickly.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

KID’S COLLECTIVE

• Machined EVA concave top deck
• Grom Design
• 2 - 1.5” & 1 - 2.3 Hook Fins
• Handmade By Robots
• Vacuum Bagged With Epoxy Resin
• 15 Set Sticker Pack Included With Board

P OWERTAIL
Combining the stable aspects of a Longboard, the bottom turn
drive of a Thruster, and the ability to air out like no other kid’s
board out there. There has never been a board with this much
surface area in the tail for bigger airs off the top deck, and can
easily be ridden behind smaller size boat wakes.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Machined EVA concave top deck
• Grom Design
• 2 - 1.5” & 1 - 2.3 Hook Fins
• Handmade By Robots
• Vacuum Bagged With Epoxy Resin
• 15 Set Sticker Pack Included With Board
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VISION BOY ’S/
A U G U S T G I R L’ S
YOUTH CGA JACKET

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
•Fleece Collar
• Water Resistant Liner
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Youth 50 – 90 lbs

VISION BOY ’S/
A U G U S T G I R L’ S
CHILD CGA JACKET

KID’S COLLECTIVE

K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Fleece Collar
• Water Resistant Liner
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Child 30 – 50 lbs

VISION BOY ’S/
A U G U S T G I R L’ S
INFANT CGA JACKET
K E Y F E A T U R E S:
• Fleece Collar
• Water Resistant Liner
• Two Way Stretch Neoprene
• 2 Buckles / 1 Zip Closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Infant Up to 30 lbs

KID’S
HANDLE COMBO

A kid’s combo setup created for small hands, big dreams and
a line with some give.

K E Y F E A T U R E S:

• 14” Length
• Narrow .94” Diameter Hide Handle
• 55ft PE Mainline W/4-Sections
• Pencil Floats For Flotation
• Assorted Colors
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THE 2017 COLLECTIVE
In December of 2005, Ronix Wakeboards was founded with some of the biggest
pioneers and riders, all as owners with a simple question - who does it best?
It’s why we left, why we started, with a motivation knowing that all of our
innovation and these handcrafted new shapes will be dated next season. We
have a R&D crew with over 100 years of watersports manufacturing experience
responsible for making the first compression molded wakeboard, wakeskate,
wakesurf, flexboard, boot and now Fun Board. Some of the products we make
up at our lab - Radar Lake. Other products are made in various regions of the
USA, New Zealand, Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Asia, Canada
and Italy. All together we make products in 27 unique factories in 10 countries.
A more expensive and timely way of doing business for sure, but when you lace
into our new Kinetik boots, riding our Flexbox innovation taking some hot laps
at your local park, we think you will know why we cover the globe.
Thanks for making Ronix the fastest growing pro shop driven company.

PHOTOGRAPHY:
Action/Lifestyle: Bear (bryansoderlind.com)
Studio: Tony Teske (tonyteskephotography.com)

We reserve the right to change without notice - but you’re clairvoyant, you’ll figure it out.
Sizing is just a recommendation, we encourage you to try out our products first

Square One Distribution
1.888.RONIXCO
1.425.369.6850
ronixwake.com

